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Abstract
Empowerment is a term used by many disciplines concemed with eradicating human
problems. Promoting empowement throughout the life cycle has distinct benefits in
tems of decreased physical and mental health risks and increased resilience when
confronted with such risks. Despite the term's widespread use, the definition of
empowerment remains elusive. Research indicates that its meaning is quite fluid and
contingent upon individual or group cbaracteristics. context. and the tirneframe in
question. The nomological network of psychological empowerment (Zimmerman. 1995)
is a conceptual model that taps into some of empowerment's cornmonalities.
Psychological empowerment is a composite of three components: the intrapenonal. the
interactional. and the behavioral. The present research applied this model to the
interpersonal or social domain of young females and validated these components
rrnpirically. In addition. it explored some of the relationships and contingencies between
the components. including testing a feedback loop. A total of 469 female introductory

psychology students were recniited and completed a questionnaire (final sample size =
4 1 1 ). The questionnaire included two scales assessing each of the three components: the

intrapersonal (Self Efficacy Scale. Spheres of Control Scale). the interactional (Social
Skills Inventor).. Social Resources Scale). and the behavioral (Strategic Approach to
Coping Scale. Participation Scale). in addition to these mesures, interpersonal
empowerment was assessed by the Social Suppon Questionnaire and the Miller Social
Intimacy Scale. The relationships between the innapersonal. interactional. and behavioral
components. and their comection to empowerment in the interpenonal domain, were
evaluami using exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis. and structural equation

modeling. In almost al1 cases. the expected relationships were observed between the
scales and subscales of each component. and with the interpersonal empowerment
measures (social support and intimacy). Exploratory factor analysis of a subset of the
scales and subscales resulted in the extraction of five factors. rather than the four
predicted (intrapersonal. interactionai, behaviorai. and IE). the behavioral component
was broken into two factors: prosocial coping behavior and participatory behavior. This
factor structure was subjected to a confinnatory factor analysis. the results of which
proved that the measurement model had an excellent fit to the data. A structural model
was tested and a a s found to have good fit. Several modifications were made to the

model. which produced poorer results (increased fit, but uninterpretable path
coefficients). The initial model was selected as best fitting these data. There was a
significant pathway from interpersonal empowerment to each cornponent. This model.
hoivever. did not suppon any of the pathways between the four components. including
the feedback loop. At this exploratory stage. the most conservative conclusion is that the

four components (each influenced by interpersonal empowerment) appear to be distinct
from each other. Hoivever. limitations inherent in the current data. such as a highly
restricted sample and a problematic participation scale. preclude adoption of this model
to explain interpersonal empowerment. Future research should endeavor to replicate these
findings. to apply different measures and combinations of measures. and to extend this
investigation to other populations.
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Introduction
Empowerment is a pervasive positive value in Amencan culture ...
Empowerment conveys both a psychological sense of persona1 control or
influence and a concem with actual social influence. political power. and legal
rights. It is a multilevel constmct applicable to individual citizens as well as to

organizations and neighborhoods; it suggests the study of people in context.
(Rappaport. 1987. p. 121)
Empowerment has become a fashionable word. It has the ring of virtue and
unquestioned morality. Some proclaim it as a panacea. If the empowerment
movement is to avoid the worst excesses of sloganeering and conceptual
superficiality. it will have to corne to grips with issues that are as complex
conceptually as rhey are at the level of action. (Sarason. 1993. p. 260)
Ernpowement is a word on everyone's lips. I t is fought for by advocacy and
lobbying groups. espoused by public policy and political figures. and endorsed by health
senriceprofessionals and self-help literature. As a concept. it resonates with most people.

In a similar vein. empowerment is the current bwword in modem social science
research. In fact. a literature search returns almost 2000 entries for the terni alone.

Empou.erment has been used as a research variable in a myriad of ways: as an
intenventiontool. an outcome measure. and so fonh. Though its popularity is undeniabie.
the meaning of empowerment is much less clear.
The following proposai will outline the importance. definition. and theoretical
development of empowerment. It will also briefly review current research. with particular
attention to empowement at the individual level of analysis. Following this.

Zimmerman' s (1995) nomothetical network of psychological empowerment will be
described in detail. This conceptualization of empowexment was selected because it
encapsulates some of the main facets of empowerment as described in the literature.
Some of these facets are psychological or intemal aspects of empowerment, such as selfefficacy; behavioral or extemal aspects. such as coping; and interactional aspects or
aspects that bridge the intemal and extemal. such as possessing the relevant skills to
achieve the intended goal. An application of and elaboration upon Zimmerman's mode1
with young adults will be explicated and this hypothetical mode1 will be illustrated. The

intention of this research is to explore the interrelationships of the various hypothesized
components or contributors of ernpowerment at the individual level. It also aims to
empirically test these intemlationships, and their singular and collective contributions to
psychological empowennent.
Multi~lePumoses - The Imwrtance of Ernmwerment

Empowerment is a significant consuuct for a number of Rasons. most notably
because of its potential for positive impacts on wellness and. notwithstanding thcse
benefits, because it has been (counter-intuitively) largely negkcted in psychology.
Empowerment has the potential to be a vital area of theoretical interest. pmicularly in the
field of community psychology.
Empowement's relationshin to well king. According to Kessler et al. (1994).
about 50% of the general population will experience at l e s t one mental health disorder in
their lifetime. The most common disorders an major depressive disorder (the
preponderance of whom were fernales), alcohol dependence (the majority of whom werc
males), and anxiety disorders. The rates of most disorders demase with age and with

higher socioeconomic statu. Individuals aged 25-34 are most likely to be diagnosed with
a mental disorder. Stressors experienced in navigating one's development into a

responsible and productive adult (e-g.. obtaining a career) may pose particular problems
that may precipitate disorder. Having the financial wherewithal may allow people to do
more for themselves in mitigating some of life's stressors. The fact that so many people
have the potential to experience a mental disorder. and the fact that there are gender and

ot her socio-demographic differences in rates of various disorders. suggest systemic
and/or environmental influences. The magnitude and differential rates of mental disorder

in western society cenainly point to etiological influences that are not solely located
within the individual. That is. it is not likely that biological or genetic forces are
sufficient to esplain these problems. More likely. these reflect additional societal and
macro-level influences and presses.

Only 40% of people who experience a disorder ever receive treatment in their
li fetime (Krssler et al.. 1994). When considering 1,-month prevalence rates. only 20%

receive active treatrnent. These treatment rates (in conjunction with the rates of mental

disorder) indicate a number of thinp: (a) that a large number of people do not receive
any form of treatment. (b) that it is impossible to meet the treatment demand. and (c) it is
not likely that al1 risk factors can be predicted. treated. or prevented in al1 people. These
factors suggest that it is prudent to focus on what makes people well. allocations of our
energies and resources rnust go increasingly toward building wellness rather than toward
struggling. however compassionately. to contain troubles'? (Cowen. 1991. p. 404).

In the modem world. chiidren and youth are profoundly stressed. However. when
faced with a great number of stressors and risk factors. some children seem to be resilient

(Cowen & Work. 1988). What is crucial is identification of the distinguishing
characteristics in resilient children. so that such resilience may be promoted in others.
Irnponantly. studies in resilience have indicated that there are relationships between
resilience and individual characteristics like autonomy. independence, empathy. and
problem solving in children. Research in resilience has produced a triad of protective
factors that relate to resiliency in children: (a) personal predispositions (e.g.. social
responsivity and autonomy), (b) w m and supportive fmily environment. and (c) peer
and adult support. Clearly. this research points to factors contributine to resilience that

are both intemal and extemal to the individual. For Cowen (1991), the notions of

cornpetence. resilience. social system modification. and empowerment al1 figure
prominentiy in the punuit of wellness. Developing Iife competencies early in a child's
development may be a strong predictor of the degree to which the child develops a sense
of empowerment and control over his or her destiny.
Cowen ( 1991) argues that empowerment is integral to the concept of wellness.
T h e roots of maladaptation or problems in living reside less in failings of individuals. as

suggested by a 'blaminp the victim' view . . .and far more in de facto aspects of a macrosystem that deprives them of power. justice. and opponunity" (p. 407). Empowement is
often cited as a vehicle for social change. for creating healthy and active communities
(Zimmerman. 1995). Cowen ( 1994) suggests that there are five pathways to wellness: the
formation of wholesome early attachrnents. the acquisition of age and ability appropriate

cornpetencies. the construction of settings that promote adaptive outcornes. the promotion

of ernpo~verment.and the acquisition of skills needed to effectively cope with life
stressors. There is a remarkably consistent association between disempowered groups

(e.g.. ethnic minorities. those with mental disorders) and problems in living (Cowen,

1991 ). Promoting social policy and control-enhancing living situations may reduce

problems. and enhance wellness and empowerment in adults.
Empowerment's utilitv as a theoretical domain of interest for communitv
psvcholom.. Empowerment is also important from a disciplinary point of view.
Prilleltensky (1 994) indicates that, with the exception of community psychology and
those working in the area of primary prevention, psychologists have overlooked
empowerment research and practice. Rappaport (1 987) argues that empowerment
represents a unique body of literature that is consistent with community psychology. It
captures the essence of community psychology's "world view" and its "phenornena of
interest" (the plural fom of phenomenon is appropriate. as empowerment has multiple
referents: Rappapon. p. 122). Moreover, Rappapon suggests that empowerment be
adopted by the field as its theoretical orientation - emwwerment as community
psycholog's paradigm and prevention as its exemplar. A paradigm is composed of a
number of elements such as generalizations. analogies. and heuristics. Exemplars refer to

concrete solutions or examples accepted as being part of that paradigm. In essence. a
paradigm frames a world view that is leamed by the study of exemplars. Rappaport
assens that empowerment should be the focus of theory development. rather than
prevention (which has been. historically. the emphasis). He argues. instead. that
prevention should be the focus of solutions and strategies - prevention is not sufficient in
and of itself to be the paradigm of interest. To illustrate. it is possible to design
prevention initiatives that contravene the basic principles embedded in empowerment
theon. (e.g.. the preventive intemention is hierarchical. rather than collaborative. and

ignores cultural and contextual influences). Thus, empowement has the potential for
being the theoretical impetus for research in community psychology.

Multiple Meanings - Emmwerment Defined

In a general sense, "empowement is a process, a mechanism by which people,
organizations, and communities gain mastery over their affain" (Rappaport, 1987, p.
122). The constmct assumes "a proactive approach to life, a psychological sense of

efficacy and control, socio-political activity, and organizational development"
(Rappapon, 1985, p. 18). Empowerment is rwted in social action and change.

At the individual level of analysis, "[psychological empowerment] includes
persona1 control, a sense of cornpetence, a critical awareness of the sociopolitical

environment, and panicipation in community organizations and activities" (Zimmerman,
Israel, Schulz, & Checkoway, 1992, p. 709). At the oreanizational level, empowennent is
characterized by the enhancement of skills, the provision of mutual support, successful

competition for resources, and increased networking and influence (Schultz, Isracl,
Zimmerman, & Checkoway, 1995). At an even broader level, communitv-level
empowerment may be described as groups of people operating as an organized collective
to better their lives and expand the connections between community agencics that are

important to hem (Schultz et al., 1995).

As can be seen. depending on the nature of the actor or stakeholder in question.

empowerment will have factors that are broad and socially bound. Psychological (or
individual-level) empowerment can be differentiated fiom these other levels of analysis:
however. it is important to remember that al1 of these levels influence and are influenced
by each other (Zimmerman. 1995). This study will examine empowerment at the

psychological level in young adults attending university. For the purposes of this
research. psychological empowerment "includes beliefs that goals cm be achieved.
awareness about resources and factors that hinder or enhance one's efforts to achieve
those goals. and efforts to fulfill the goals" (Zimmerman. 1995. p. 582). These aspects of
rmpowerment describe the intrapersonal. interactional. and behavioral components of
psychological empowerment as postulated by Zimmeman (these components will be
rxplained in greater detail in later sections).
Measuring psychological empowennent is fraught with dif'fïculty. According to
Zimmerman ( 1995). this is because "(a) [psychological empowerment] manifests itself in
different perceptions. skills. and behaviors across people: (b) different beliefs.
cornpetencies. and actions may be required to master vanous settings; and (c)
[psychological empowement] ma! fluctuate over time" (p. 583). For this reason. it is
inappropriate to espect that one measure of empowement will fit every situation. In fact.
empowerment must be measured with reference to a specific population, problem. and

envi ronmental CO ntext. Zimmerman indicaies that a global measure of empowement is
not desirable because it is inconsistent with the consmct and that it may lead to the
inaccurate conceptualization of empowerment as a "static penonality trait instead of a
more dynarnic contextually driven constmt" (p. 596).

It is also important to understand what empowement is not. Frequently, it is
misunderstood as being interchangeable with a nurnber of other psychological consuucts.
Zimmerman ( 1995) summarizes this succinctly. Self-esteem may appear to be
comparable to psychoIogica1 empowerment. A "person's self esteem is a judgment of
worthiness that is expressed by the attitudes he or she holds toward the self'
(Coopersmith. 1989. p. 6). However. self-esteem is generally understood to be a
personality trait and does not include perceptions of perceived control. skills. and
behaviors required to approach a given challenge. Zirnmennan (1995) notes that is
entirely possible for some individuals to have low self-esteem and report active
involvement in their cornrnunity (an indicator of psychological empowerment): thus. selfestrem is insufficirnt and cannot be interchangeable with empowerment.
Zimmerman ( 1995) also distinguishes psychological empowerment from
cornoetence. as the latter does not usually involve awareness of sociopolitical factors and
collective action. Competence is cenainly one feature of the intrapenonal component of
psychological empowement. yet it is not sufficient to fully esplain the phenornenon.
Competence is frrquently Iinked to a reactive stance to extemal events. such as copine
with a situation. Psychological empowement. on the other hand. denotes a more
proactive stance and set of behaviors.
Psychological cmpowerment is also not reflected in mental health. It is indeed
possible for those with mental disorders to be empowered. Actions such as involvement

in suppon groups. and enhancing one's awareness of mental health issues and services,

are al1 i 1lustrative of psychological empowement (Zimmerman. 1995).

Psychological empowerment is not .r-

"Power suggests authority. whereas

psychological ernpowerment is a feeling of control. a critical awareness of one's
environment, and an active engagement in it" (Zimmerman. 1995. p. 592). There have
been circumstances in which people with relatively little authonty and social status have
been able to successfully influence social policy. They may not have ultirnately gained

high levels of power (in a forma1 sense), yet they were empowered to the extent that these

individuals were able to increase their skills. feelings of competency. and ability to
operate as a collective to effect change.
Actual power or control is not necessary for empowerment because in some
contests and for some populations real control or power may not be the desired
goal. Rather. goals such as being more informed. more skilled. healthier. or more

C

involved in decision-making rnay be the desired outcome. (Zimmerman. 1993. p.
593)

Theoretical Developrnent of Empowennent
Panly because institutions have a tendency to becorne one-sided. many social
problems are ironically and inadvertently created by the so-called he lping systems

- the institutions and oqanizations developed by well-meaning scientists and
professionals - and often "solutions" create more problems than they solve.. .
There c m never be a now and for al1 tirne single scientific "breakthrough which
senles and solves the puzzles of our discipline.. . To seek the answer may be more
than &Tong. it rnay be dangerous. (Rappapon. 1981. p. 8-9)
Rappapon ( 1984) argues. "empowerment is uniquely powerful as a mode1 for
poiicy in the field of social and community intervention" (p. 2). In the social arena, there

are many complex problems to which one must discover many complex solutions. In fact.
for some social problems. pursuing many different solutions may be an appropriate
strategy. Funher. Rappapon indicates that empowerment is an active ingredient in rnany
human interactions and that the final outcome can take a number of forms - that is.

empowement can lead to a sense of control or it may lead to actual control.
Empowerment can be an attitude that is intemalized or a behavior that is observed.
Rappapon indicates that '*empowerrnentis easy to define in its absence: powerlessness.
real or imagined: learned helplessness; alienation; loss of a sense of control over one's

life. It is more difficult to define positively only because it takes on a different form in
different people and contexts" (p. 3).
It is of vital importance to undentand the relationships between individuals. their

communities. and other types of environments in order to completely understand the

mcaning of empowerment (Rappaport. 1987). One may discover the ways in which
rmpowerment is facilitated or inhibited: (a) by studying individuals in settings where one
would espect empowement to occur. or (b) by studying environments where
empowement is not expected to occur. Rappapon suggests that empowement is not just
an individual constnict. it also is comprised of organizational. political, sociological.
economic. and spiritual aspects. Funher. empowement is reflected in racial and
economic justice. in human rights. competency and sense of community. This is not to
say that one should be only concemed with broad. rnacro-level change: interventions can
be person-centered or situation-centered. micro- and macrosocial. What is most important
is "the radiating impact. the unintended consequences, and the metacommunications" of
an empowering intervention (p. 132). One must be continually aware of the outcornes of

interventions - it is al1 too easy to apply a helping strategy that may unintentionally
perpetuate victim blaming and powerlessness.
Rappaport (1 987) outlines "[eleven] assumptions. presuppositions. and

hypotheses built into a theory of empowennent" (p. 139):
Empowfementis a multilevel constnict.
The radiating impact of one level of analysis on the others is assurned to be

important. . . [That is.] understanding persons. settings. or policies requires
multiple measures fiom diffenng points of view and different levels of
analysis.
The historical context in which a peson. a program. or a policy operates has

an important influence on the outcornes of the program.
The cultural context matters. . . [I]ndividuals as well as settings will bnng

with them a variety of cultural assumptions. and that the match or mismatch
between person and setting is of consequence.
Longitudinal research. or the study of people. organizations. and policies over
t ime. is seen to be at least desirable, and perhaps necessary.

a world-view theory: (a) the people
Empowement theory is ~el~consciously
of concem are to be treated as collaborators.. . the researcher may be thought
of as a panicipant. ..: (b) the choice of our language is seen to be very

important as to what it cornmunicates.. .not only to other researchen and
policy rnakers but also to the people who we are studying.
It is assumed that the conditions of participation in a setting will have an
impact on the emDowerment of the members.

8. Other things being equal. an organization that holds an empowement

ideolog)r will be belter ai finding and developing resources than one with a
helper-helpee ideology.
9. Locallp developed solutions are more empowering than single solutions

applied in a generai way. . . prepackaged interventions. [designed to be
applied in al1 situations. will not be as relevant as a solution that is created
specifically for the comrnunity, by the comrnunity.]
10. The size of the setting matters. Senings that are small enough to provide

meaningful roles for al1 members. yet large enough to obtain resources. are
hypothesized as more likely to create the conditions that lead to
empowerment.
1 1. Empowerment is not a scarce resource which gets used-up. but rather. once
adopted as an ideology. empowerment tends to expand resources. (Rappaport.
1987. p. 139-142)

According 10 Prilleitensky (1 994). empowerment has three main components:

values. apentsistakeholders. and processes. In terms of values. empowerment reflects the
values of sel f-determination. distributivejustice. and collaborative and democratic
participation. Self-determination is the value of people being able to choose their ow-n
course of action and their own destiny. Distributive justice is the promotion of fair
distribution of resources and responsibilities (history has largely s h o w a continua1
stmggle for power and resources. and the inequitable distribution of same). Collaborative
and democratic participation refers to the notion that individuals affected by social
interventions should be involved in the decision-making process.

Agentslstakeholders comprise the second hypothesized component of
empouemeot (Prilleltenshy. 1994). Agents refer to individuals that are able to undenake
actions and behaviors that empower themselves and others. Stakeholden are individuals
or groups that are involved in the process, with the end-goal of becoming agents
themselves. For example. a facilitator of a self-help group would have an initial role that
guides the group towards its goals. The facilitator is an agent of empowerment - a person
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who is knowledgeable about the recovery process and is able to take action. The self-help
group mernbers would be stakeholders at the outset: people involved in the recovery
process with the end p a l of becoming facilitators (or agents) themselves.
The third component of ernpowerment is processes (Prilleltensky. 1994). These

generaily refer to research and action - the study and promotion of empowerment. "These
ma! be best understood by posing the following questions: how. when. and where does

ernpowerment occur. and what are the necessary and suficient conditions for it to
develop" (Prilleltensky. p. 361). Action rnay be instigated by a variety of stakeholden
and agents. by pou.erless individuals and professionals alike. An empotering

inteneentionis not reflected in its content. rather in whether it confonns to the values of
empowrment. For esample. intervention may require assisting individuals directly or
initiating political action at a broader level (Prilleltensky). The content of these two
inten.eniions differ widely. however the basic values of ernpowennent remain.
Zimmerman ( 1995) distinguishes between empowenng processes and empowered
outcomes. Empowering processes "are those where people create or are given
opportunities to control their oun destiny and influence the decisions that affect their
lives" (p. 585). In effect. these are events or experiences in which people leam to

associate persona1 goals with the mechanisms with which to achieve them, obtain needed
resources. and gain control or mastery over their lives. These processes cm occur at the
individual. organizational. and community level. and such processes can lead to
empowered outcomes and other salutary effects. In shon. facilitating events that lead to
the anainment of goals. resources. and mastery, are processes that can produce beneficial
results. For Zimmerman. empowering outcomes "refer to specific measurement
operations . . . that may be used to study the effects of interventions designed to empower
participants. investigate empowering processes and mechanisms. and generate a body of
empirical literature that will help develop empowerment theory" (p. 585). In essence.
empowered outcomes are "locally relevant measures" that allow the measurement of
empowerment in a specific context (p. 585). For example. a situation may cal1 for the
measurement of self-efficacy and perceived control. which in tum. will assist in
identibing what are the empowering outcomes (eg., increased feelings of control). Being
specific in the ways in which empowerment is measured helps to delineate
empowerment's boundaries in a particular context (Zimmerrnan). In general. however.
ouicomes are seen as end-products or States. not operations. The operations alluded to
above actually facilitate the verifkation and identification of empowered outcomes.
However. such outcomes may be difficult to identifj with precision.
Three assumptions underlie psychological empowerment (Zimmerman. 1995):
that psychological empowerment takes different forms for (a) different groups of people
and (b) different contexts. and (c) that psychological empowennent is a dynamic variable
that fluctuates over time. These assumptions have been supported empirïcally in the
assessrnent of empowerment expenences of 49 employees of a large human service

organization (Foster-Fishrnan. Salem. Chibnall. Legler. & Yapchai. 1998). Unstructured
interviews. observations. and archiva1 data revealed that people had different ideas of
what constituted empowerment. People with previous empowering experiences tended to
desire more real influence in decision making, whereas those who had relatively linle
empowement experience found a more directive leader to be empowering. A variety of
pathways. having multiple expressions and unique combinations. were found. Feelings of
empowerment also varied according to context: people reported feeling constrained in
one location (e.g.. the work site). yet felt empowered in another (e.g.. being a member of
an agency-wide work group, or at home). Empowerment's dynamic nature was also

illustrated: its variance over time. changing funding patterns. leadership. and political
agendas al 1 influenced the extemal demands placed on employees. At one moment. task
demands were controllable. at another they spiraled out of control (Foster-Fishman et al.).
In sum. groups of people may be stratified in many ways (e.g..employed venus
unemployed. minority group membership). Empowerment can and likely will mean
something different for each person (Foster-Fishrnan et al.. 1998). Context also plays an
important role: the organizational makeup of one agency may be quite different from
another: one's role at the office may be quite different from that at home. Empowerment
will probably differ from one life domain to the next. The fluidity of this concept also
speaks to the possi bility that feelings of empowerment wili ebb and flow over time.
Zimmeman (1 990a) argues for the need to distinguish between an individuallyoriented conceptualization of empowerment and psychological empowerment.
Empowennent restricted to the individual is often limited to a single perspective and
conceives empowerment as a peeonality variable. These limitations do not take into

account the mu1ti-faceted and rnulti-leveled influences that rnay impinge upon the
individual. Empowerment or a lack thereof is attributed solely to the effons (or lack of
effort) on the part of the individual alone. However. there may be penrasive and systemic
forces that facilitate or inhibit an individual's ability to become empowered.
Psychological empowerment. in contrast, acknowledges ecological and cultural
influences. The fit between the person and the environmentkontext is of vital importance.
This is not to say that individual-level variables are unnecessary. In fact. these are quite

crucial. Examples of these are cognitive. personality, and motivational aspects of control.
Psychological empowerment is a "contextual construct that requires an ecological

analysis of individual knowledge. decision-making processes. and person-en\ironment
fit" (p. 1 75: see also Rappapon. 1987).

blultipie Applications - Research Investigating
Em~owennent
Though organizational and community-level analyses of empowerment have been
conducred (Florin 8: Wandersrnan. 1990; Chavis & Wandersrnan. 1990; Prestby.
Wandersman. Florin, Rich. & Chavis. 1990: McMillan. Florin. Stevenson. Kerman. &
Mitchell. 1995; Rich. Edelstein. Hallman. & Wandersman. 1995 and others). and
eco lopical approaches are prevalent. the fol lowing summarizes empowement research
that utilizes individual-level variables. This study will be focusing on empowerment at

the individual ievel in order to better understand its meaning and impact upon penons.
rather than groups. The group level of analysis is important in order to understand the
processes in which a group's empowerment can be facilitated or inhibited. However.
groups are veiy heterogeneous in nature. thus potentially influencing the data in certain

ways. In order to understand more concretely the basic correlates of empowerment. the

individual is the rnost easily controlled unit of analysis.
The empowerment of persons with serious mental health problems can enhance
their quality of life (Wilson. 1996). Mental health and well-being "are determined b!. the
interactions between the individual. the community of which he or she is a part. and the
environment in which he or she lives" (p. 71). A critical component of empowerment in
the mental health arena includes consumer involvement (consumers are. in this case.

people with mental disorders who receive services or treatment). Exarnples of consumer
involvement include participation in influencing outcornes (eg.. actions or decisions
made about their disorder. its treatment. and other aspects of living). gaining a sense of
control over their illness and lives, and becoming more able to cope with the illness.
It is also important to examine the experiences of other people who are likewise

marginalized. yet are not rnentally ill. Fifieen individuals. active in grassroots. citizeninitiated organizations. were interviewed at lrngth by Kieffer (1 981).
Typical of the individuals involved were a working-class mother who had brcome
the prime force in constructing a community health clinic. a migrant laborer who
had bccome an oqanizer and boycott coordinator. a former junkie and gang

leader who had become a leader in an urban homesteading program. and a retired
laborer leading efforts against brown lung disease (Kieffer. 1984. p. 14)
Ai

the outset. these individuals had experienced powerlessness. alienation.

sustained conflict (e.g.. lack of tirne to think. just focusing on getting by). and oppressive
social and economic circumstances. The interviews were open-ended and reflective.
designed to enable the individuals to describe their transition fiom powerlessness to

sociopolitical empowement. This was a collaborative process in that initial and
subsequent transcripts and interpretations were shared with the participants for correction
and fünher elaboration. At the outset. al1 subjects reported powerlessness. self-blame.

distrust. and alienation - sumival was a full-time occupation. Kieffer assens that a
de\dopmrntal or growth process emerged as a result of these interviews. He notes four
distinct phases of development. each of which lasted approximately one year. The first
phase ~ a a "the
s era of entrv" (Kieffer. p. 18). which can be conceived as the binh of
ernpoirwment. Although al1 participants reported self-reliance and rootedness in their
community. direct threats to self-interests were required to provoke action (these threats

tended to be irnmediate and physical in nature). For example. a cornpany's construction

of a power facility included plans to flood the land of one of the participants. This direct
and immediate threat to the individual and his or her family propelled the participant into

choosing to do something about the situation. This reactive engagement was rnarked by
trial-and-error efforts in which participants became aware of themselves as political
beings.

The second phase \ras '-the era of advancement" (Keiffer. 1984. p. 10).which
corresponds roughly to later childhood. Primary aspects of this phase are "ihe centraiit?
of a mentoring relationship. the enabling impact of supportive peer relationships within a

collectke organizational structure. and the culti~ationof a more cntical understanding of
social and political relations*' (p. 20). The esistence of an enabler was cntical. as this
person supponcd and enabled action in these participants. For example. one of the
participants commented on the local organizers. "[They] al1 saw beyond me. . .They sauu-hat 1 uas capable of. what 1 could be . . . It was so important that sornebody cared

enough to be there encouraging me, pushing me . . ." (p. 20). This phase was marked by
increasingly successhil strategies for action, 'more effective mechanisms for collective
expression and support. and more sophisticated capacities for social analysis and resource
development" (p. 20). That is. the actions and mistalces made by the participants allowed
them to learn and build upon their experiences. Mutually supportive problem-solving
with peers was also important. The development of understanding was related to
involvement and action. and the more involved they were the more they came to
undersrand. This involvement allowed for the appreciation of the relationships between
social. political. and economic variables. and for the examination of the processes that
maintain the exploitation and dienation of the powerless (Kieffer).
The third phase is the "era of incorwration" (Kieffer. 1984). which corresponds
roughly to adolescence. In this phase. "self-concept. strategic ability. and critical
comprehension substantially mature" (p. 22). Many participants indicated an identity
crisis of sons - which resulted from the understanding that they had to contend with
permanent and painful bamen to self-growth. Some of these barriers included the
awareness that the agencies or corporations they were fighting had many more resources
than the) did. and that the govemment and the media were not interested in advancing
their cause. On the positive side. organization skills were honed in terrns of leadership
and in enhancing self-acceptance. Many participants commented on having more skills
and control in dealing with issues.
The final phase is the "era of cornmitment" (Kieffer. 1984. p. 24), which
corresponds roughly to adulthood. Individuals who successfûlly attain this phase are
pnerally able to reconstruct their sense of mastery and awareness of self. That is. they

were able to renegotiate who they were and redefine thernselves when faced with pitfalls
and challenges along the way. During this phase. the participants smggled aith

assirnilating new knowledge and skills into the structure of everyday life. Some
participants noted that even their values had changed. requiring a re-evaluation of many
of the roles they occupied previously. Kieffer notes that this struggle and evolutionary
process will continue in dulthood. For many of the participants. this phase includes
ongoing community involvement and collaboration. and the awareness that one must
nurture others through this sarne process.

For Kieffer ( 1984). there are two critical themes underlying this work. The fint
theme is the notion of constructive dialogue or awareness of intemal conflict when
confronted with a difficult issue (in this study most of the individuals had to experience
sustained conflict. and took action when a conflict touched them at the gut-level). The
second theme is the notion of pmuis. which corresponds to a circular relationship
between reflection and action. This latter theme is consistent witb Zimmerman ( 1995). in
that reflection and action are a building process: "the 'building up' of skills progresses
only through repetitions of cycles of action and reflection" (Kieffer. p. 26). Participatory
cornpetence is achieved in the progression through the four stages and is marked by '-(a)
development of more positive self-concept or sense of self-cornpetence. (b) construction
of more critical or anaiflicai understanding of the surrounding social and political

environment. and (c) cultivation of individual and collective resources for self-control
and political action'' (p. 3 1 ). Cornpetence is the intersection of these three components.

Participants did not helieve that they had attained more power in the absolute sense (in

terms of changing the social environment). However, they believed that they were better
able to interact within and engage the dynarnics of the social environment in question.

Risse1 (1994) indicates that persona1 development at the individual level may be
necessary predecessor to empowennent. Examples of this development an the
enhancement of self-efficacy (a person's judgments about how well he or she can execute
an action) or self-esteem. Risse! notes that personal development is the fint step beyond
having an empowennent deficit. This development then progresses through a number of

phases: (a) mutual support groups, (b) issue identification and campaigns. (c)

participation in community organizations and advocacy coalitions, and (d) collective
political and social action. This last stage culminates in a healthier status and success in

controlling resources.
Lord and Hutchison (1993) interviewed a number of people making the transition
from powerlessness ro empowennent. Empowerment may result from the mobilization of

interna1 resources (such as self-efficacy and a sense of persona1 rcsponsibility) and
extemal resources (such as social suppori networks). Participation in community
activiiies was related to increased levels of cornpetence and personal conuol. These
positive outcornes lead to more involvemcnt and furthcr enhancement of intrapersonal or

intemal characteristics. Participation convibuted to empowennent in a number of ways:
(a) it increased social interaction and the ability to develop social d e s ; (b) it inmascd

feelings of competency in the ability to participate; and (c) al1 of the individuais indicated
that participation in group or community activities was important to their own sense of
empowerment. The act of participating was key. The involvement and the action of king

ernpowered lead to increased social interaction. a sense of control. and a sense of
collective identity and belonging.
In exarnining the empowerment of individuals in client-run self-help agencies,
Segal, Silverman, and Ternkin (1995) created and validated three measuns: the persona),

organizational, and extra-organizational empowement scales. The persona1 measure was
developed to assess the amount of control over common life domains. Items w m
constnicted after 12 months of observation at the self-help agencies. These items were
then reviewed by and tested on the clients. To develop the organizational measure, the

authors drew upon existing definitions of power and organizational task structure (which
includes control and coordination). The same client review process was done on this
measure. The extra-organizational measure simply assessed the extent that clients were
involved in political and other cornmunity activities.
These scales were used to investigate several beliefs: (a) that panicipating in a
client-nin self-help agency would facilitate self-estecm and self-competence;and (b) that

change can corne about through one's own initiative. The authors felt that multiple levels
of analysis were needed and viewed individual empowerment as being linked to
organizational and social participation. In essence, they investigated empowement in
self-help agency members in thne ways: (a) the degree to which thcse individuais
believed that they had gained conaol over thcir own lives; (b) the degrcc to which thcy
were involved in influencing organizational structures; and (c) the degrcc to which they
became participants in the political processes and civic dutia in the broader community.
Not only did Segal et al. (1995) consmct and adrninister direct measuns of
empowerment. they administered mcasms of related concepts such as self-esteem. hope.

intemal locus of control, and self-efficacy. Quality of life and independent social
functioning were also examined. Al1 of the measutes showed high levels of intemal
consistency ai two sampling periods and showed high levels of stability. A convergent
discriminant validi ty anal ysis found two distinct constructs; the fint included personal
empowerment. locus of control, hope, and self-esteem; and the second was comprised of
organizational and extra-organizational empowement. Segal et al. indicate that this
clustering is consistent with Zimmennan and Rappapon's (1988) work on psychological
empowerment, which found a similar clustering of locus of control and self-efficacy. Of
interest. self-efficacy appears to be a factor in both constructs and may be the bridging
constnict between the two dimensions of penonal and organizational/extra-organizational
empowement (Segal et al., 1995). Additionally, Segal et d.'s research indicates that
organizationai and extra-organizational empowerment is highly comlated with work
experiences, whenas the penonal empowement cluster appears to be more strongly
related to quality of life and independent social functioning.
Weavin~It Toaether - Ern~owcnnent'sCornmon Linkanes and Comwnents
Rappaport (1984) assens that the only way to sec empowerment (as a process or
outcorne) is by a process of triangulation. In this way, a variety of concepts and rneasures
are used to converge on the constmct in question. As can been seen from the preceding
overview. there are number of common or overlapping elements found in empowerment
research. All of them cmphasize one or more of the following mas:(a) psychological or
interna1 characteristics and mechanisms, most commonly self-efficacy and perceived
control; (b) awareness and leaming, such as ski11 development, nsourcc acquisition. and
the understanding of comrnunity and societal-lcvel influences and bamers; and (c)

purposehl action. These commonalities triangulate on Zimmerman's (1 995)
nomothetical network of psychological empowerment that is described in detail in the
following section. This trianplation also speaks to the validity of Zimmerman's model in
capturing some of the basic correlates of empowerment.
Zirnmerman's Nornological Network of Psvchological Empowerment

Zimrnerman ( 1 995) endeavored to advance a conceptual model of empowerment
that a-as broad enough to accommodate a multiplicity of actors and concems. while
maintaining enough specificity to guide the measurement of empowement in discrete
settings and populations. Zimmeman uses the notion of the nomological network to
describe psychological empowement.
As proposed by Cronbach and Meeh1 (1955), a nomolo~icalnetwork is a

framework or "interlocking systern of laws which constitute a theory" (p. 290). These
laws may connect (a) observable properties to each other. (b) theoretical constmcts to
each other. or (c) theoretical consmcts to observable properties. At least some of the
laws in the network must be obsentable in order for the framework to be scientifically

admissible. Constructs are inherently open-ended and necessitate the precise specification

of the interrelationships between observed phenornena and how they relate to intangible
concepts (e.g.. empowerment). Early elaborations of a construct will necessarily have
f e w r components and thrre may be other ways of organizing this network. Further. these

relationships may be contingent upon context and may fluctuate over time.
Based on associations reported in the empowerment research literature between
perceived conrrol. ski11 development. and community participation. Zirnrneman (1995)
concludes that -'[psychological empowerment] is expected to include a sense of and

motivation to control; decision-making and problem-solving skills and a critical
awareness of one's sociopolitical environment; and participatory behavion" (p. 588).

Figure 1 illustrates Zimmerman's nomological network of psycholopical empowerment
at the individual level. As c m be seen, three components are hypothesized to contribute
to psychological empowerment: the intrapersonal. interactional. and behavioral
components.
Intraoersonal component. At the heart of this component are the ways in which
people perceive or think about themselves. This component "includes domain-specific
perceived control and self-efficacy. motivation to control. perceived cornpetence. and
master)" (Zimmerman. 1995. p. 588). Beliefs and perceptions are critical because they

may propel individuals to act in ways to secure desired outcomes. Without these
perceptions of competency. people would probably not take the time to develop the
necessary skills nor the needed behavion to accomplish the desired goal. The work of
Zimmerman et al. ( 1991). and Zimrnerman and Rappapon (1988) illustrates the
multifaceted nature of the intrapersonal component - it cannot be described as being just
self-efficacy or perceived control. Both studies found that self-efficacy was but one
contributor to the intrapersonal or intemal component of empowerment. Zimmerman and
Rappapon discovered that I 1 separate measures of control (including self-efficacy. locus
of controi. motivation. etc.) fomed a single unitary dimension. Likewise. Zimmerman et

al. (1 993) found that self-efficacy was one of several variables that formed the
i ntrapersonal cornponent.

Figure 1
Somological Network of Psychological Empow rment (Zimmerman 1995)

Interactional comoonent. The interactional component is the bridge between the
intrapenonal (intemal) and behavioral (extemal) components - between the perception of
control and the measures taken to enaci it (Zimmerman. 1995). Many elements can
bridge this gap. such as critical awareness, acquisition of resources. decision-making.

problem solving. and ski11 development. These elernents allow the person to move fiorn
an interna1 desire to approach a goal to the extemal behavior needed to approach the goal.

ln order to take action. people must be informed of opportunities. as well as undentand
their cornmunity and the sociopolitical forces that act within it. Thus. critical awareness.
learning. and possessing the needed skills and resources prepare the individual for action.
The interactional component allows the intemal and extemal elements of rmpowerment
to interact.

Behavioral component. This aspect of psychological empowement is comprised
of "actions taken directly to influence outcomes" (Zimmerman. 1995. p. 590). These
actions may range from behaviors intended. for example. to improve (a) one's living
situation. such as finding a job: (b) one's interpersonal situation. such as joining a book

club. church. or support group: and (c) one's societal contribution. such as being active in

cornmunity groups or volunteer associations. Another set of behaviors relevant to this
component are "behaviors
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manage stress or adapt to change." such as coping strategies

(Zimmerman. p. 590).

Zimmerman (1 995) indicates that al1 three of these components must be evaluated
to completely assess psychological empowerment. It is not suficient to measure, for
esample. only the intrapenonal component. omittinp the other aspects. The intrapenonal.
interactional. and behavioral components work in concert and. ostensibly. are equally
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important for an accurate assessrnent of empowerment. Zimmeman also reiterates the
need to adopt relevant measures that are appropnate to the particular population and
contest under investigation.
The elegance of Zimmennan's (1995) mode1 of psychological empowerment is in
the interaction of beliefs. perceptions. resources. and action. Without belief in the ability
to influence or master an outcome, there would be no movement to either acquire the

necessary skills or enact the necessary behaviors to attain that outcome. Likewise. even if
one felt personally capable, yet lacked resources. cntical awareness, or decision-making

skills. one could not act. Finally. if one possessed the perception of competency. and the
requirrd skills and resources. yet still did not act to achieve a pal. one would still not be
empowered. In essence. one's positive self-perceptions are a necessary prerequisite to the
acquisition of skills and resources; the acquisition of these resources is a necessary
prerequisite to action. The behavior or movement to influence or artain a goal represents
cmpowered action and. in fact. provides for a concrete means of tracing these
cmpowering events tas these are certainly observable and measurable).
Zimmerman ( 1995) emphasizes that empowement behavior is action intended to
influence or attain the desired goal or outcome. This is important because empowerment
is not only found in mastering or achieving a goal: it is also found in beinr enaaged in the

process. One certainly does not go from powerlessness to mastery in one step. Rather. the
process c m be seen as an incremental one - empowerment is a developmental process
(see also Keiffer. 1981).As such. engaging in empowenng processes may lead to
increased leaminp. resource acquisition. and/or progress toward the desired goal. A step
in the right direction is empowerment operationalized. This is not to Say that higher-level

goals or outcornes are unimportant. If engaging in the process does not eventually lead an
individual to achieve an even greater goal. the process may cease to be empowenng.
Zirnmerman (1 995) describes a number of issues related to the nomological
network of psychological empowerment that warrant funher investigation. These include
(a) investigating the ways these components relate to each other and (b) whether one or
more components is/are contingent upon another. The intention of the present research is
to explore some of these issues.

The Present Studv: A ~ ~ i v i Zimmerman's
ne
Framework of Psvcholoeical Emoowerment

to Young Women in the Intemersonal Domain
As a species. humans are inherently social. For many. lack of social suppon and

friendship drarnatically reduces their quality of life. regardless if they are successful in
other areas of functioning. A paucity of social interaction. or negative social experiences.
can lead to poor functioning. depression. and apathy in individuals. There are consistent

reports of a link between the lack of social suppon and psychological distress (see Finch.

Okun. Pool. & Ruehlman. 1999. for a quantitative review of 48 studies). The present
research. therefore. will specifically evaluate young adults' empowerment within the
social or interpersonal domain. Adequate competency. skill. and behavior in the
interpersonal domain are important for life success and overall well-being. These
adequacies are liliely to be very important to young adults, panicularly since early
adulthood is the penod in which people form long-lasting patterns of adult social
relationships. As the focus of this investigation is on the interpersonal domain.
psychological empowerment will be referred to hereafier as intemenonal emoowerment

CIE).

As indicated in previous sections, detemining how to measure each component
must be done according to a specific population and their ecological context. University
students will have particular concems and contextual considerations unique to their
group. The measunments must also be in reference to a specific life domain. as it is very
likely that students may be differentially empowered across various life domains. For
example, a student may feel very empowered when it comes to the academic domain
(e.g.. he or she rnay perform extremely well in school). yet may feel powerless in a social

setting (e.g., he or she may feel isolated from his or her peers at school). The transition
from adolescence into young adulthood is a difficult one. Having adequate social support
and positive interpenonal relationships will sustain many individuals through this nsky
period. Understanding what makes some university students more empowered in the

interpenonal domain is important. The university student population was selected for this
reason.
Additionally, there are likely some significant differences between males and
fernales, in ternis of interpersonal relationships. How men and women approach
interpenonal problems. their feelings about their abilitics to cope with thesc problems.
and the kinds of interpenonal skiils they possess tend to diverge (Hobfoll. Dunahoo,

Ben-Porath, & Monnier, 1994; Riggio, 1986). As a result. it scemed nasonable to limit
this investigation to one gender (women).

This work will be conducted at the individual-level of anal ysis. Though some
broader elements beyond the individual will be considercd (e.g.. organizational
involvement). understanding the penon-specific clements that mate differcntiai IE will
facilitate a beiter understanding of the basic correlates of IE.Broader levels of analysis

may distort this understanding, as groups are made up of many different types of people
with many different sets of experiences. For this reason, variables appropriate to
individual will be examined.

IE,as well as its intrapersonal, interactional, and behavioral components, is a
latent construct - that is, it is not directly observable. Thercfore, it is necessary to use
observable measures to triangulate these consmicts. Importantly, each component must
be given equal emphasis regarding measurement, particularly when evaluating each

component's relative contribution to IE.In this study, only two elements or aspects of
each of the three components will be measured, recognizing that this will not

exhaustively measure these constructs. Likewise, two measures will be utilized for IE.
Measurina intemersonal emwwexment. Applying Zirnrnerman's (1995) mode1 to
the interpersonal domain in young women will be done in the following way: (a) the

intrapersonal component will be examined using measures of self-efficacy and perceivcd
control; (b) the interactional component will be cxplored using m e a s u s of social skills
and resources; (c) the behavioral component will be measured using assessments of
coping skills and levels of social participation; and (d) IE will be measured using reported
levels of social support (satisfaction and frequency ratings) and social intimacy.
Perceived self-efficacy and control are situation-specific and tap into the
intrapersonal component of IE.Perceived self-cfficacy "is concemed with judgments of
how well one can execute courses of action rcquircd to deal with prospective situations"
(Bandura, 1982, p. 122). Bandura (1977) asserts that changes in behavior are mediated
through an individual's feelings of self-efficacy. If the activity is beyond one's
capabilities, it will be avoided. Self-efficacy is multidimensional and can Vary in tems of

magnitude (i.e.. estimate of the best possible performance), strength (Le.. confidence to
perfom at a given level), and generality (Le.. whether or not the experience results in
situation-specific feelings of eficacy).
Perceived control c m be defined as ' ~ h ebelief that one has at one's disposai a
response that can influence the aversiveness of an event" (Lin. 1988. p. 243). Like selfcfficacy. perceived control is multidimensional. with little agreement on the number of
influencing factors. Paulhus (1983) divides the concept into p n m q behavioral spheres.
the spheres in which one confionts the world. These spheres radiate out fiom the
individual and are describe as penonal control (control in persona1 achievernent).
interpersonal control (control in dyadic and group situations). and sociopolitical control
(control in the political and social system; p. 1254). This conceptualization of perceived
control is certainly relevant to IE. Lia (1988) asserts that "perceptions of control in a
situation and estirnates of self-efficacy to use that control to advantage interact to
determine how a person uill appraise the situation and how much distress will be
elicited" (p. 2 5 3 ) . Self-efficacy may be as important as dispositional traits in mediaring
the effects of control in various situations. Self-efticacy and perceived control are
influential and related aspects of the intrapenonal component. Most certainly. these will
impact an individual's perceptions of the social milieu in which he or she is engaged.
In the interactional component of IE. social skill is generally an individual's

ability to achieve interpersonal goals in a manner that is reasonably eficient and
appropnate. T h e socially skilled actor can be expected to draw regularly on his or her
repenoire. enact the relevant strategy and- in tum. exhibit 'skiHedg performances" (Segrin

t Dillard. 1993. p. 76). A lack of social skills is related to myriad problems in living,

according to these researchers. Social skills are critical to psychological adjustment in
chiidren. and to developing and maintaining quality interpersonal relationships

throughout life (Riggio. Watring. & Throckmorton. 1993). Undoubtedly. assessing social
skills and cornpetencies is relevant to IE. and comprise part of the interactional
component.
Resources are an important cornpanion to social skills. "Resources are material.
social. or persona1 characteristics that a person possesses that he or she can use to make
progress toward her or his personal goals" (Diener & Fujita 1995). Individuals who have
more assets such as material possessions (cg., money), good social roles (e.g.. respected
career). and desired persona1 chvacteristics (e.g.. intelligence. attractiveness) are far
more likely to be able to fulfill their social needs. Diener and Fujita evaluated the
relarionship between resources and subjective well-being and found that social and
personal resources were more related to well-being than were matenal resources. It is
likely that resources other than social skills would contribute to the IE process. Some of
the resources that will be measured are social or interpersonal in nature. such as selfconfidence. intelligence. asseniveness: others include friends' approval. health. good
manners. having enough free time. and physical attractiveness (these were taken. in part.
from Diener and Fujita).

Turning to the behavioral component of empowerment. participation in a variety
of organizations and activities is expected to play a large role in achieving IE.

Zimmennan and Rappaport ( 1988) found that nmindividuds
reporting a greater amount of
participation scored higher on indices of empowerment" (p. 725). Recalling Kieffer's
( 1984) idea of praxis (the circular relationship between reflection and action) and

Zimmerman's (1993) discussion of empowerment as an action process. a key to being

interpersonally empowered is participating in environments that can increase access to
positive social supports and relationships. This participation allows for the process of
empowerment to occur: action will prompt reflection upon competencies and skills.
which would lead to the continual refinement of such aspects of functioning. The

refinement of these competencies and skills is likely to prompt fbrther action in the
interpersonal domain. Thus. participation in a variety of social and other types of
organizations and activities will do two things: it will (a) expose the individual to greater
social opponunities and (b) provide learning experiences that may prompt hrther
development of social skills and competencies. Empowering participation in the
interpersonal domain can corne in many forms: volunteer and leisure activities. work.
community league participation. sports. campus social groups. scholastic groups. and
student govenunent are a few examples.
Coping behavior is likewise critical to the behavioral component of IE. A

person's activities and interpersonal interactions are rarely free of conflici. The ways in
nhich an indi~idualapproaches conflict and problem-resolution will certainly have an
impact on the quality of his or her social relationships. Hobfoll et al. ( 1994) investigated

a dual-asis mode1 of coping. which had two dimensions of interest: active versus passive
and prosocial versus antisocial coping. They found that women were as active as men in

coping strategies and used more prosocial strategies. These strategies were marked by an
active approach to the problem and utilization of social resources. which work in concen
to increase resistance to stress. Men were more likely to use antisocial and aggressive, or

less assertive. coping strategies than women. Prosocial and active strategies were related

to increased feelings of mastery. Of interest, both prosocial and antisocial coping resulted
in greater distress for men. This may reflect a restriction in the boundaries around what
constitutes acceptable coping strategies. Later evaluations of the SACS employed a triaxial model. which included prosocial-antisocial. active-passive. and direct-indirect axes
(Dunahoo. Hobfoil, Monnier. Hulsizer, & Johnson, 1998). In the current study. active and
prosocial coping are expected to be associated with greater IE. In sum. the three
components of IE will be assessed using a variety of measures relevant to the
interpersonal domain. these are perceived self-efficacy. perceived control. social skills.
resources. participation in a variety of activities. and coping strategies.
As with the individual components, there are likely quite a number of relevant

dimensions that contribute to overail IE. Dimensions that may be particularly meaningful
are the size of and satisfaction with one's social support network. and feelings of social

intimacy. Social support is genrrally defined as **theexistence or availability of people on
whom we can reiy. people who let us know that they care about. value. and love us"
(Sarason. Levine. Basham. 8: Sarason. 1983: p. 127). Furiher. Sarason et al. ( 1983)
contend that "social support (a) contributes to positive adjustment and persona1
development and (b) provides a buffer against the effects of stress" (p. 127). Having
supportive relationships is a critical aspect to living. Not only is it important to have a
nurnber of social relationships on which to draw (this number. of course. may Vary from
individual to individual). satisfaction with these supports is cntical as well. Because of
individual differences in needs. the perception of the available supports is paramount and
is reflected in subjective satisfaction ratings (irrespective of the actual number of
available suppons). Number of and satisfaction with interpersonal relationships are

reasonable measures of the goal or end-state of IE. Each person will have certain numeric
threshold at or past which he or she perceives that there are enough supports in his or her
life. Individuals not satisfied with their interpersonal relationships will likely desire a
greater number or better quality of those relationships. Further. closeness or social
intimacy may also be significant in terms of measuring IE. Intimacy differs from
satisfaction only in that it is a more precise measurement of or elaboration upon the
qualit). of interpersonal relationships. Intimacy is likely a subset or factor of support
satisfaction. In a pilot study conducted by this author, participants used words like "close.
loving. deeper. more meaningfûl, having good communication. comforting. and
belonging" as central aspects of what constitutes good and desirable interpersonal
connections. Thus. measuring intimacy may tap a vital aspect of the quality of
relationships relevant to IE. It is likely that. for young females to feel empowered in the
interpersonal domain. they must have a certain number of social relationships. the) must
be satisfied with these relationships. and they must feel that these relationships fulfill

their needs for social intimacy.
The reasoning behind the selection of the aforementioned measures is as follows.
Feelings of efficacy and competency would necessarily be related to having or
developing suitable social skills and resources. Having these perceptions and skills would
likely facilitate appropriate behavior in the interpersonal domain. such as pmicipation in
a variet). of social. community. and volunteer settines. as well as utilization of positive.

proactive coping behavion when confronted with interpersonal disputes. Empowerment
is a process that is circular and builds upon itself. The process of IE is in the flow from

the intrapersonal component. to the interactional component, to the behavioral component

which. in tum. feeds back into the intrapersonal component. In this way. successful
action and participation should lead to positive self-appraisals and feelings of
competency. which in tum, will lead to improved skill and M e r participatory behavior.
Thus. the process element of empowerment is manifest in action. Action alone is not
rnough. however. Eventually. the individual must move towards a goal; in the case of IE.
this is logically reflected in having high-quality interpersonal relationships. It is imponant
to note that IE necessarily includes aspects of social influence and persona1
control/efficacy that are requisite in order to acquire the kinds of support needed.
.4 distinction should be made here between processes and outcomes. The process

of ernpowerment in the interpersonal domain would lead the individual to greater levels
of participation and cornpetency in social senings, thus maximiring the individual's
chances of actually gaining more supportive relationships. However. the proof is in the
pudding: the outcome of empowerment should be a network of relationships (that is
perceived to be sufficient in size) and higher levels of satisfaction with these
relationships. For this reason. IE. in the opinion of this author. is not just the
manifestation of the behavioral component. although the presence of it signifies that the
process of empoaerment is operating. IE is found in the presence of the intrapersonal.
interactional. and behavioral components to be sure. Nevenheless. in the final analysis.
one must rnove towards goal anainment. In sum. the process of IE is reflected in an
individual successfully engaging in behavion and activities that would lead him or her to
develop satisfactory interpenonal relationships. The outcome of IE is reflected in actually
anaining the desired interpenonal relationships.

Investioating the interrelationshi~sand contingencies between the comDonents of
interpersonal empowement. As Zimerman (1995) indicates, interrelationships beween
these cornponents are very likely. In this case. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed
relationships between the components in this study (Figure 2 differs from Figure 1 in thai
connections between the components are suggested). It is probable that these
relationships will be positive in nature. For exarnple. possessing sufficient skills and
resources in the interpersonal domain likely indicates the presence of similar levels of
self-efficacy and behavioral action. High amounts of eficacy should predict high
amounts of skills. and high amounts of participatory behavior.
Contingencies are expected with these components as well. People will not seek
or enact their social skills if they do not feel competent to approach a given social goal.
Consequently. feelings of efficacy are critical to instigate the empowerment process skill development and relevant approach behavion will not occur if people do not feel
capable at the outset. Therefore. the empowement process flows in a distinct direction.
and is contingent upon the engagement of certain preceding elements or components (the
procrss element is illustrated in the connections and feedback loop that link the
components in Figure 2).
In most circumstances. the intrapersonal component must be engaged before the

empowrment process can begin. Beliefs in being able to do something must be present
in order for the next steps to occur (although this does not preclude the possibility that
behavior may influence cognition and instigate the process). Enhancing perceptions of
self-efficac) and control will not necessarily lead to empowered action. If faced with a
lack of skills. lack of resources. or other types of social barrien. individuals certainly
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camot act. Therefore, the interactional cornponent m u t be engaged before empowered
action is possible. Action vlill tentatively lead to m e r refinement of perceptions and
skills (behavior feeds back to the stan of the process). Therefore. empowered action is
contingent upon the engagement of the intrapersonal component. and then the
interactional component. Again, Figure 2 illustrates this idea: the IE process flows fiom
the intrapersonal. to the interactional. and finally to the behavioral cornponent. with the
outcome of the actions taken influencing or feeding back into the intrapersonal
component. In other words, the outcome of an individual's behaviors will either facilitate
or inhibit feelings of self-efficacy and persona1 control. The litmus test of empowerment

is in action. Thus. in a sense. the behavioral component is most important. as it leads to
more opportunities and the refinement of people's intrapersonal and interactional skills.
Ultimately. the success of these behavion will either enhance or restrain the
empowerment process.
The present study endeavors to do two things. Fint, it will apply Zimmeman's
framework of psychological empowerment to young women. specifically in the domain
of interpersonal relationships. Second. it will explore the interrelationships and
contingencies between empowerment's components - an aspect of the mode1 ihat has not
been developed.
Hv~othesesTo Be Tested
The relationships to be tested are illustrated in Figure 2.
1. The measures in each component are hypothesized to be positively related to each

other. and positively related to social support and social intimacy.

2. It is hypothesized that the set of obsenred measures for each cornponeni of

empowerment will load most heavily on its conesponding factor (component).
3. The measurement model will be subjected to confirmatory factor analysis. It is

hypothesized that the measurement mode1 will be confinned and have good fit.
1. It is hypothesized that a significant proportion of the variance in each scale/subscale

will be explained by its related consuuctfcomponent.

5 . The structural model will be subjected to exploratory structural equation modeling
(SEM) to test the fit of the hypothesized model and to suggest changes. It is
hypothesized that the direction of the paths (or continpncies) between the
cornponents will be supponed. and that these paths will be statistically significant.
6. It is hypothesized that the model will also have a significant pathway from the

behavioral to the intrapersonal component (thus making the contingency path a
circular one).

7. It is hypothesized that the final model derived from the exploratory phase will have
eood fit.

C

Method
Participants
In this research. participants were selected according to certain characteristics.
Participant selection was restricted to univenity students who were between the ages of
18 and 24. whose marital status was single (not married), and were female. These

restrictions were necessary due to the fact that varying age groups may have vastly
different life experiences and challenges, al1 of which may influence IE. Marital status
can also greatlp impact the interpersonal domain. Having a marital partner can provide a
stable source of social support or can provide a source of constant conflict. In terrns of
gender. it seemed reasonable to limit the investigation to one gender for two reasons.

First. when developing a model. it is easier to interpret the results of a highly restricted
sample (the results are less Iikely to be contaminated by differences within the sample).
Second. gender differences have been observed previously on many of the scales and
subscales that were used in this research. Therefore. it was probable that gender
differences would be obsenred and would confuse interpretation. As women have been
found to engage in more social joining. and more suppon seeking. developing a model of

interpersonal empowerment would be more tenable with this population. As a result.
wmen. instead of men. were selected to test the model.
Participants were also restricted according to culture (Canadian bom) and
languagr (English as first language). Canadians who have recently immigrated from other
countnes may have markedly different life experiences. Restricting the sample to
Canadian-bom participants ensured nominal control of the cultural context. English as a
fint language was also important. There may be subtle differences in meaning accorded

to certain tems and phrases used in the measures. In sum. the sample was restricted on

five charactenstics: (a) gender (femaie), (b) age ( 1 8 to 24). (dmarital starus (single. not

mamed). (d) culture (Canadian-bom), and (e) language (English).
A total of 469 females completed a questionnaire packet. A minimum of 100 were

needed for the factor analysis and structural equation modeling phases (200 participants
per group: Ullman. 1996). The College Undergraduate Suess Scale (CUSS) was also
administered to identi- participants that had recently experienced extremely stresshl
events. Individuais expenencing certain events would be removed from the final group of
participants (please refer to the description of the CUSS in the section that follows for a
listing of the exclusion criteria). A total of 58 participants were excluded immediately
from the final sarnple because of (a) restriction violations (n46). (b) recent experience
with signifiant life events (total n=4 1; 1O experienced death of a close fnend. 23 death
of a close family member. 1 contracted a sexually transmitted disease. and 7 had a

combination of these events), or (c) substantial amounts of missing data (FI
Mean age for the final sample (n=411) was 18.78 yean (SIJ4.25):

).

99% of these

individuals reported English as their fint language (11407).with 1% (n=4) reponing
having leamed both French and English. Al1 of these participants were bom in Canada
and Were not rnarried (i.e..single: though 6.8% or 28 participants indicated that they were
cohabitaring with a partner). In ternis of educational status. 80.4% ( ~ 3 2 9were
) first year
students. 1; 2% (n=54) were in their second year. 4.6% (n=19) were in third year. and
1.7% (n=7) were in their fourth year of studies (n=2 did not specify their university year).

Participants received corne credit for their participation. Ail individuais received
an informed consent form (see Appendix A) to read and sign, indicating that their

participation was entirely voluntary and that this participation could be terminated at any
time. without penalty. At the end of their participation. each individual received a

debriefing form explaining their role in the experiment and who to contact for tùnher
information (see Appendix B). Al1 participants were told to keep the details of this
rsperirnent to themselves so as to not jeopardize the data obtained from othen.
Materials
Questionnaire cover sheet. It is critical to assess IE in ways that are relevant to
young adults. ïherefore. the questionnaire should be filled out in reference to the social
or interpersonal goal that is most important to the participant.
.4 small pilot study was conducted by this author to investigate what goals are

most important to young adults and to collect some general information about the
resource and participation scale items. A total of 29 psycholog students (22 fernales. 7
males) filled out a brief questionnaire and then participated in a group activity (students
were asked to discuss and respond to questions related to the questionnaire content and to
empowerment in general). The mean age of the sample was 26 yean. with 46% of the
group faIl inp between the ages of 19 and 22. Eighty-three percent were bom in Canada.
with 80% listing their fint language as English. Individuals were asked to list
interpenonal goals that were imponant to them and then rate these goals (the most
imponant goal received a rating of --1". the next most imponant a "2". etc.). Next, they
rated a list of resources (as suggested in Diener & Fujita 1995) in terms of their
relevance and indicated whether they participated in activities related to the catepries in
the participation scale (these details follow in later sections). To evaluate the goal portion

of the questionnaire, the most important interpenonal goals were grouped into general

themes. The most fiequent interpersonal goal categones were: (a) finding or developing
an intimate relationship, (b) maintaining or improving existing close fnendships. and (c)
finding or developing a close fnendship. This completed the pilot study.
For the main study, the above interpersonal categones were listed on the
questionnaire cover sheet and the participant was asked to circle the one that is most
important to her (see Appendix C). Space was available for the participant to indicate an
alternative social goal, if her most important goal is not captured by the categories listed.
Finally. the participant was instructed to keep her goal in mind, as she would be filling

out the questionnaire in reference to that goal. The participant would then fiil out the
remainder of the questionnaire. which consisted of measures that were intended to tap
into IE. to measure life events. and to collect demographic information. Please refer to
Table 1 for a summary of the measures used to tap into each component. their subscales.
and the number of items in each.

Perceived sel f-efficac~was measured using the Self-Efficacy Scalc (SES: Sherer
et al.. 1982). The SES is a 23-item scale that assesses participants' self-efficacy
expectations. Individuals rate their agreement with each scale item. using a 5-point scale
ranging from I ("strongly disagree") to 5 ("strongly agree"). There are two subscales.
general and social self-efficacy. A sample item that reflects the general subscale is "1 feel

insecure about my ability to do things." An example From the social subscale is Y do not
handle myself well in social gatherings." In general, the higher the score. the greater the
self-efficacyexpectation. The two subscales are not balanced in ternis of the number of
items: the general subscale has 17 items, whereas the social subscale has six. Fourteen of
the 23 items are reverse-scored. Cronbach alphas are .86

Table 1
Summanr of Measures Used to Assess Intemersonal Empowerment
--

-

-

--

-

-

p - -

Number of
Measure

Subscales

Intrapersonal Component
Self-E fficacy Scale
1. General Self-Efficacy

2. Social Self-Efficacy

Spheres of Control Scale

3. Persona1 Control
4. Interpersonal Control

5. Socio-Political Control

Interactional Component
Social Skills Invento6. Emotional Espressivity

7. Emotional Sensitivity
8. Emotional Control
9. Social Espressivity
10. Social Sensitivity
1 1. Sociai Control

Social Resources Scale
13. Social Resources

6

Subscale Items

Items as a Whole

- - -

-

--

Number of

Measure

Subscales

Strategic Approach to Coping

-

Subscaie Items

Items as a Whole

9

52

3

nla

1 3. Assertive Action

14. Social Joining
15. Sreking Social Support
1 6. Cautious Action

t 7. Instinctive Action

I 8. .4voidance
19. Indirect Action

20. Antisocial Action
2 1. Aggressive Action

Participation Scale
22. TotaI Number of Activities

da

23. Mean Satisfaction with Activities

da

II.Mean Frequency of Activities

n/a

Intemersonal Empou'erment

Social Support Questionnaire

2

12

1

17

25. SS - Mean Number
26. SS - Mean Satisfaction
Miller Social Intimacy Scale

27. Social Intimacy

17

Note. The Participation Scale is an open-ended scale, with seven activity categories (and

an O-other"category). Each category has three blanks in which participants may fiil in
specific activities. Thus. the absolute maximum number of items is 24, however the
participant is free to respond to a range of items.

and .71 for the general and social self-efficacy subscales. respectively (Sherer et al.). The
construct validity of the SES was assessed by correlating the SES with other rneasures of
control. social desirability. competency. and self-esteem (e.g.. intemal-extemal locus of
control; Sherer et al.). Al1 were moderateiy correlated in the proper direction. but not so
strongly to suggest that the SES is simply measuring the same thing as the other scales.
These findings were substantiated by Woodniff and Cashman (1993), who found the SES
*-capturedaspects of stren-&.

magnitude, and generality of eficacy" (p. 423).

Perceived control. The Spheres of Convoi Scale (SOC; Paulhus. 1983: Appendix
D) was used to assess three areas of control: personal, interpersonal. and socio-political.
According to Paulhus. an individual's life space is "partitioned" into these three discrete
domains or primary behavioral spheres. An individual may desire control in the nonsocial environment (personal). in interactions with others (interpersonal). and.or in the
political and social system (socio-political). It is possible that individuals will have
divergent espectancies of control across the three domains. The items related to the
interpersonal domain were of rnost interest in this study. Updated in 1989. the SOC is
cornprised of 30 items. It has three subscales (10 items each). reflecting each area of
control. Participants rate each item on a scale ranging from 1 ("disapree") to 7 ("agree").
Half of the items are negatively-keyed. Each of the three subscale scores is obtained by

summing its 10 responses. A sarnple persona1 control item is "1 c m usually achieve what
1 want if l work hard for it": an example of an interpersonal item is "If there's someone 1

want to meet. I can usually arrange if': an item from the sociopolitical domain is "The
average citizen can have an influence on govemment decisions." Cronbach alphas for
intemal consistency for an undergraduate sample are 0.65 for personal control. 0.85 for

interpersonal control, and 0.67 for sociopolitical control (Paulhus & Van Selst. 1990).
The relationships between the SOC scales and extemal correlates provide evidence that
each scale is measuring a separate domain.
The Lpersonal control] scale correlates highly with Lefcourt's (198 1 )
Achievement intemality scale. but not with his Afilitation intemality scale. The
[interpersonal control] scale taps neuroticism/social self-eficacy as well as social
cornpetence. and the [sociopolitical control] scale correlates highly with Rotter's
Politically Responsive World factor (Paulhus, 1990. p. 103 1 ).
Social skills. The Social Skills lnventory (SSI; Riggio. 1986; Appendix E) was
used to assess basic social skilis. Revised in 1989. the SSI is a 90-item measure of basic

social and communication skills. and consists of six subscales (15 items each). The six
subscales "represent three basic communication skills dimensions: ex~ressivity.
(communication sending ability): sensitivitv, (communication receiving/drcoding
abilit y ) : and control. (ability to regulate communication). Each of these three skills occurs

in two scparate domains. [namely] the nonverbal. or emotional domain and the verbal. or
social domain." (Riggio. 1993. p. 275). These three dimensions and two domains give
rise to the sis subscales: emotional expressivity (EE). ernotional sensitivity (ES).
emotional control (EC). social expressivity (SE). social sensitivity (SS) and social control
(SC). A 9-point scale. ranging from - 4 ("not at all true of me") to +4 ("very tnie of me").
is used to rate each item: items within each subscale are summed to make up the subscale

score (Riggio. 1986). The summed. total score of al1 six subscales form a global measure
of social skill. Alpha coefficients for intemal consistency range from 0.62 to 0.87 for the

six subscales (Riggio. 1993). Sample items include "Quite often I tend to be the Iife of

the party" (EE). "People ofien tell me that 1 am a sensitive and understanding person"
(ES), "1 am very good at maintaining a calm exterior. even when upset" (EC). 1 usually

take the initiative and introduce rnyself to strangen" (SE), "1 often w o q that people uill
misinterpret something that 1 have said to hem" (SS). and "1 can fit in with a11 ?Tes of
people. Young and old, rich and poor" (SC).
Resources were measured using some of the items cited in Diener and Fujita
( 1 995: ser Appendix F). Additional items included by this author for testing were

(to
farnily's approval. friends' approval. enough free time. and ~ansportation/proximi~
the social goal in question). All of the 14 items in the Social Resources Scale (including

several others) were tested previously by this author in a pilot study (as descnbed earlier).
to ensure that these resources were relevant to the participants' important social goals.

Participants were asked to rate each resource's relevance on a scale from 1 ("inelevant")
to 5 ('-estremely relevant"): this scale and its labels were taken from Deiner Lk Fujita).

Twelve of the 2 1 resources were found to have modal and median scores of 4 or greater.
indicating that they were perceived as being very relevant by most of the sample (these
resources were: self-confidence. self-discipline. intelligence. energetic. assertive. friends'
appro~~al.
emotionai self-control. healthy. articulate. good manners. enough free time. and
transportatiodproximity). Two of the resources. public speaking skills and money. had a

median and mode of 3 (neutral in tems of relevance). Seven resources were perceived as
less relevant (median and mode of 1 or 2); they were family's approval. expert
bowledge. position of authority. physical attractiveness. influential connections. material
possessions. and athletic ability. As a result. these seven items were dropped from the
scale. Scoring the Social Resources Scale (SRS) entailed computing a summed score of

al1 resource ratings resulting in a global resources rating. This approach makes sense. as
having quite a bit of one resource may outweigh a relative lack of another in the real
world. For example. being very self-disciplined. assenive. and intelligent may
counterbalance having liale financial security, in terms of achieving an interpenonal
goal.
Copine was measured using the Strategic Approach to Coping Scale (SACS:
Hobfoll. Dunahoo, Ben-Porath. & Monnier. 1994; Appendix G). This scale is based on a
dual-asis model of coping. which includes both action (active vs. passive) and social
(prosocial vs. antisocial) dimensions. The SACS' 52 items were derived from the strategy
literature ( e g . m i l i t q and chess strategy) and other coping measures. Hobfoll et al.
conducted a secondary factor analysis with the eight subscales of the SACS and forced a
MO-factorsolution in an effon to test the dual-axis mode1 (active-passive 8; antisocialprosocial). The dual-auis rnodel of coping was supported. The prosocial factor loaded
rsclusively on assenive action. social joining. seeking social support. and cautious
action: the antisocial factor loaded exclusively on aggressive action. avoidance. antisocial
action. and instinctive action. There was an active-passive continuum present in both
factors. Later evaluations of the SACS employed a tri-a~ialmodel. wbich included
prosocial-antisocial. active-passive. and direct-indirect axes (Dunahoo. Hobfoll. Monnier.
Hulsizer. & Johnson. 1998). Of interest. men and women did not differ in tems of
activirp-passivity. whereas they did differ in terms of prosocial and antisocial stratepies.
Women used more social support seeking and social joining: men used more antisocial
and aggressive action. Three factors emerged out of these data: (a) an active-antisocial
factor (which included aggressive action, antisocial action, instinctive action. and indirect

action), (b) a prosocial-iudicious factor (which included social joining. seeking social
support. and cautious action), and (c) an active-~assivefactor (which included assenive
action and avoidance). Of interest. indirecmess was more associated with antisocial than
the activity dimension, and was used more often by men. Assertiveness was also not
strongly associated with social joining or support seeking. in this later analysis. Dunahoo
et al. contend that prosocial strategies may be less active than antisocial ones. possibly

due to the fact that. to engage in communal behavior and to consider other people's
needs. a person must be somewhat cautious. Nine subscales are derived from the SACS:
assertive action. social joining, seeking social support, cautious action. instinctive action.
avoidance. indirect action. antisocial action, and aggressive action. The subscales of
interest for this research were assenive action. social joining. seeking social support. and
cautious action. because these characterize the coping strategies of women. Cronbach

alphas range from .jJ to .88 for the subscales (Dunahoo. Hobfoll. Monnier. Hulsizer. &
Johnson. 1998). Participants respond to SACS items on a 5-point scale ranging from 1
("not at al1 whar I'd do") to 5 (" very much what I'd do"). Six of the items are negativelp-

keyed. Some sarnple items inciude "Think carefully about how others feel before
deciding uhai to do" (social joining). '-Talk to others to pet out your fnistrations"
(seeking social support). "Just work harder; apply yourself' (assertive action). and "Take
the bu11 by the homs: adopt a take-charge attitude" (aggressive action).

Many different types of activities would enable people to access multiple social

senings and interact with other people. Partici~ationwas rneasured using the items found
in Appendix H. developed by this author. Broad categories of activities were listed in the
participation form. with blanks avaiiable for the participant to specify the exact type of

activity in which he or she engages (for that particular category). Some exarnples of
act i v i e categories are volunteering. physical fitness and leisure. cornmunity
organizations. and odoff-campus social groups. Three response blanks are provided for
each category. as people may participate in a number of them. After having listed the
activity. the participant then rates his or her satisfaction with the activity. and the
frequency with which he or she engages in the activity. Again. these activity categones

were tested previously in the pilot study described earlier. in which participants indicated
whether they engaged in a related activity and listed any activities that were relevant.
Work (86%). volunteering (70%). and physicd fitness and leisure classes (55%) were the

most prevalent. followed by leadershipkoordinator roies (11%). cornmunit' organization
involvement (35%). and creative arts (3 1%). Other activities that were not as prevalent
were collapsed into groups. "Recreational sports league" was collapsed into the fitness

and leisure categop. and "scholastic organizations" was collapsed into odoff-campus

social groups. These items were designed to mess the frequency of and satisfaction with
a [vide range of activities. Satisfaction with these activities wûs important tu measure. as
an indi\.idual ma! engage in an activity that did not fulfiil his or her expectations. If an
actii.ity fails ro provide the person with tangible benefits (e.g.. meeting other like-minded
people and enjoying their Company in the context of a chosen activity). the activity is less

beneficial. The Participation Scale (PS) consists of seven broad activity categones. with
an additional "other" categoory. which allows the participant to list any activities that he or

she feels is not captured by the categories. The total number of activities, the mean
satisfaction rating. and the mean activity frequency (weekly. monthly, etc.) was
calculated as participation indices.

Social sumon. The brief version of the Social Support Questionnaire was used tc
assess the number of and satisfaction with people's social supports (SSQ: Sarason.
Sarason. Shearin. & Pierce. 1987; Appendix 1). This six-item version was adapted from
the original 27-item instrument (Sarason et al., 1983). 11 has good psychometric
propenies. with a coefficients ranging fiom 0.90 to 0.93 for both Number and
Satisfaction. Sample items of the SSQ include "Whom can you really count on to be
dependable when you need help?" and "Who accepts you totally, including both your
worst and your best points?" In response to each item. participants are asked to list al1 the
people he or she knows that can be counted upon for help or support. and provide their
relat ionship to the person. Next. the participants rate how satisfied they are with the
overall support that they have on a scale ranging from 6 ("very satisfied) to 1 ("very
dissatisfied"). To summarize the SSQ, mean scores were calculated for the total number
of supports (SSQN) and the satisfaction with these suppons (SSQS).

Social intimacv was measured using the Miller Social Intimacy Scale (MSIS:
Miller 8: Lefcourt. 1982: Appendix J). The MSIS assesses intimacy in various
interpersonal relationships. Participants respond to items such as '-How ofien are o u able
to

understand hisher feelings?". How much do y u feel like being encouraging and
"

supportive to him/her when he/she is unhappy?". and "How often do you feel close to

himher?" (Miller 8; Lefcoun. p. 5 16). It is evident that these questions c m be answered

in reference to any number of interpersonal relationships. The MSIS has 17 items and
uses 10-point scales. Six of the items require a frequency response (1 -*veryrarely'' to 10

'-almost always") and 1 1 items require an intensity rating (1 "not much" to 10 "a great
deal"). Each score was simply summed to produce a maximum intimacy score.

Stressful Iife events were assessed using the College Undergraduate Stress Scale

(CUSS:Renner & Mackin, 1998; Appendix K), which is based on the Social
Readjustment Ratine Scale (SRRS; Holmes & Rahe. 1967). The SRRS is a frequently
used instrument that generates stress scores based on life change units (each life event
listed is associated with some son of adaptive behavioral response by the respondent).
Recently. the events noted in the SSRS were newly standardized on a large sarnple of
people. and revised to reflect more current viewpoints and issues (Hobson et al.. 1998).

Howel-er. Renner and Mackin (1998) assen that the "SSRS does not include many
common events that act as stressors affecting traditional-age college student (e.ç.. final
examinations). It also includes many items that are not rneaningful to the typical college
student or that have lost their meaning" because of the passage of time since it t a s
originally developed (e.ç.. mortgage over $10.000). The CUSS was developed to

specifically target meaningful stressful events that a typical college student would
encounter. The scale includes 5 l items. with stress values attached to each. Using an
snchoring method and the ratings of university students. the most stressful event was
given a stress value of 1 00: the next most stressful event was given a value of 98. and so
on. Participants are to indicate which events happened to them in the past year. The
values of al l items that are endorsed are summed to produce an overall stress rating. For
the purpose of the present experirnent, students were asked to indicate those eveents thai
have happened in the past three weeks. Those who endoned one or more of the first six

events were escluded. Such unusually stressful events may substanrially affect an
individual's perspective on his or her levels of social support, perceived selfefficacykontrd. and coping abilities.

Social-demographicswere also collected on al1 participants (~ppendixL).
Participants' gender. age, place of birh (to identiQ those who are Canadian born). fint
laquage. current level of education. ethnicitylculniral characteristics. and marital status

were collected. Certain characteristics about the participants' families were gathered.

such as parent's marital status, highest level of education achieved by both the mother
and Father. economic status, and number and gender of siblings. These data were
collected to allow for future evaluations of ernpowerment usinp farnily characteristics.
The questionnaire had the above scales in the following sequence: (a) IE ( S S Q .

MSIS): (b) intrapersonal component (SES, SOC); (c) interactional component (SSI.
S M ) : (d) behavioral component (SACS. PS); (e) life events (CUSS): and (f) socialdemographics. The questionnaires began with the IE measures (SSQ and MSIS). Becausr:
participants' assessments of IE rnay be tainted by further reflection on their social
standing (e.g.. reflection on their efficacy. skills). The life events scale (CUSS) appeared
at the end of the questionnaire. again so that it would not taint the remainder of the data.
The social-demographics section also appeared at the end because the items w r e easy io
complete and were less affected by fatigue and other demands.
Design and Procedures of Data Collection

Participants were tested in groups. with an experimenter present at al1 times. As
cach individual arrived for testing. she was requested to find a seat with a questionnaire
packet (which had the consent form attached on top) and she was told that further
instructions were on the overhead projector. Testing information and procedures were
placed on an overhead. to assist participants in following protocol and to ensure a quiet
and orderly testing environment (see Appendix M for a copy of the overhead). Afier

having signed the consent fom, the participant then completed the questionnaire. Once
complete. the participant returned the materials to the experimenter. who ensured that her
information on the course credit form was correct. detached her consent form from the
questionnaire (in front of the participant), gave her a debriefing form. and thanked her for
her participation in the study.
Results
As previously mentioned, of the 469 participants. 57 were excluded due to

restriction violations and significant life events. The data were scrutinized for errors in
data entry and for missing data points. on an item-by-item basis. One person had a
significant amount of a scale or scales missing. and was subsequently excluded leaving
I I I in the final sample. There were no missing values for the majority of the 260 items

that comprised the data set. Of the items that had a few values missing, the number of
missing values ranged from 1 to 3 out of 41 1. The occasional rnissing value was replaced
with the series mean for that item (which is the mean value obtained using al1 of the 1 1 1
scores for that item).
Scale and subscale scores were cornputed for al1 participants. Most of the scales

and subscales were simply summations of a number of items. The following equation \vas

used to compute the scales and subscales having reverse-scored items: (1Positive Items)
+ Constant - (1Negative Items). where the Constant = [#

Options

+

Neg. Items] * [# Response

11 (DeVellis. 1991). This equation allows for the calculation of the score using

numbers with decimal values (e.g.. the series mean that was input for any missing
i~alues).rather than first calculating new items with the scores revened and then
summing these values. The latter approach can lead to missing values in the reverse-

scored item. because of non-whole values for the missing values that were replaced. The
standard approach to reverse-scoring, however, was used to generate the items needed to
compute the reliability coefficients for each measure. For the computation of the

reliability coefficients. al1 items thai were slated to be reverse-scored were scrutinized for
any instances in which the senes mean appeared. The series mean was then rounded up or
down to the nearest whole number in order to reverse-score that item using the statistical

software package (as noted previously, non-whole nurnbers would lead to blank values

when computing the reverse-scored item).

The distributions of the scales and subscales were examined for normality. Of the
17 scales and subscales. only a few exhibited slight departures from syrnmetry: antisocial

action (positive skewness). total number of activities (positive). mean satisfaction with

acrivities (negative). mean frequency of activities (negative). and social support
satisfaction (negative).Though only one had a marked amount of skewness (mean
frequency of actkities). transfoming these data would likely render it far less
interpetable. Therefore. these subscales were retained in their original fom.
Sampie Descriptive Statistics
Prior to calculatinp descriptive statistics for this sample. it was necessq to test
for an) substantial differences between several subgroups. Out of the 41 1 individuals in
the final sample. 23 were of Métis andor Aboriginal descent and 64 participants reponed

having esperienced life event $7 (concems about being pregnant). Though these are not
large numbers (in cornparison to the whole group), there may have been imponant

differences between these w o subgroups and the rest of the sample. Independent sample

t-tests were conducted between each of the two subgroups and the rest of the sample on

al1 of the scale and subscale scores. Only a few signîficant differences were noted with
these groups (4 differencesout of 27 for the Métis/aboriginal subgroup. and 3 out of 27
for the life event X7 subgroup [see Appendices N and O for significant differences]): as

such. it seemed reasonable to keep these individuals in the final sample. People with
~IétisiAboriginalheritage had lower scores on emotional and social expressiïity and
lvere less satisfied with the activities in which they engage. Additionally. these

individuals used more indirect approaches to coping. In tems of the life event $7
subgroup. these individuals reported less persona1 control. and more social expressivity
and social intimacy.
For 50.5% (n=204) of the participants. maintaining and improving an rsisting
friendship or multiple fnendships was their most important goal. Followed by tinding or
developing an intimate relationship (27.5%; n= 1 1 1), and finding/developing a close
friendship or multiple fnendships (1 1.4%: n46). Ten percent of the sample indicated
alternative goals in the space provided (1143). The rnajority of these individuals desired a
combination of some or ail of the goals listed (n=Z3). The remainder desired to improve
or maintain an esisting intirnate relationship. to improve relations with family memben.
and to succeed in certain persona1 and job-related areas. In sum. over 60% of these young
women cited p a l s related to their fnendships as most important to them.
Descriptive statistics. including the range of scores and alpha reliability
coefficients for each scale and subscale (where applicable). are presented in Table 2.
Whenever possibie. these data have been compared to published noms for fernales.
Independent sample t-tests were conducted to ascenain whether the sample in this study
differed from normative samples (results noted in Table 2).
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Self Efficacv Scale (Sticrer ct al.. 1082; no Fc.niale nornis availüble)
Social Sel!' Iil'ficacy

20.4

4.09

8

30

.73

--

--

--

--

,7 1

Geiieral Self Efficacy

60.8

9.00

34

83

35

--

--

--

--

.86

S ~ h e r e of
s Control Scale (IBaullius& Van Selst, 1990; Noms: Fernale M & ms;alphas includc an additional group of males)

Personal Cotitrol

53.9

6.86

32

70

.72

49.1

7.20

62

.O01

$65

lnterpersonal Con1rol

48.8

8.74

19

70

.76

47.3

8.80

62

.203

.85

Socio-Political Control

40.3

7.13

10

62

.68

37.2

6.80

62

.O01

-67

In terms of the Self Enicacy Scale. the alpha reliability coefficients (for intemal
consistency) are quite close to those reported in the literature. These coefficients diverge
somewhat for the Spheres of Control Scale, in which the personal control subscale for the

IE sample is somewhat more reliable than that of the normative sample. and the alpha for
interpersonal control somewhat lower for the IE group. Of interest. the IE group reponed
significantly higher levels of persona1 and socio-political control than the nom.
The IE group's reliability coefficients for the Social Skills Inventory are fairly
similar. with markedly higher intemal consistencies measured for emotional sensitivity
and social sensitivity than the normative sample. The IE group reported significantly
lower levels of emotional expressivity, emotional sensitivity. social expressivity. and
social sensitivity than the female normative group. The Social Resources Scale. which
was developed for this study. proved to be quite reliable. with an alpha of .8 1. On

average. the IE group felt satisfied with the levels of social resources they possrssed
(total M = 1 8 . W 11 = 3.44: scale ranged fiom I to 5).

The IE group differed to some extent on intemal consistencies for the subscales of
the Strategic Approach to Copine Scale. Alpha coefficients for the IE group are stronger
for Assertive Action and Instinctive Action: however. these coefficients are iower for
Seeking Social Support. Cautious Action, and Indirect Action. The IE group was similar
to a combined malelfemale normative group in terms of assertive and cautious action. In
cornparison to the noms. the IE group engaged in more social joining. seeking social
supports. and instinctive action. The IE group had lower levels of avoidance. indirect
action. antisocial action. and aggressive action (which is to be expected from this study's
all-female group).

In terms of the Participation Scale, the IE grooup reported a mean of 3 . 3 activities
in which they were involved. These activities spanned a range of categories. fiom

leadership roles (e.g.. cornmunity league coach). to volunteering. work. and fitness

activities. The IE group reponed that they were satisfied overall with their participation.
and engaged in these activities, on average. about once a week. Alpha coeficients were

not available for this scale. as it was open-ended and required individual computation (it
was not required to fil1 in al1 sections).

The Social Support Questionnaire subscales had svong intemal consistencies.
with alphas comparable to those reported in the literature. Though Sarason. Sarason.

Shearin. & Pierce (1987) indicate that means for both number of. and satisfaction with.
supports is the appropriate method of calculation. the items for each of the two subscales
were also sumrned to allow for normative comparisons. The IE group reporred a higher
total number of social supports and higher satisfaction with these supports than the
normative sample.
The alpha for the Miller Social Intimacy Scale was -90for the IE group. which

compares favorably with the noms. The IE group also reported higher levels of social
intimacy. A fier haring scrutinized the descriptive statistics for these panicipants. the
seven hypotheses outlined previously were evaluated.

Hypothesis X 1 - The measures in each component are hvpothesized to be posiiivelv
related to each other. and wsitivelv related to social suDwn and social intimacy.
Tables 3.4. and 5 illustrate the inter-correlations between al1 scales and subscales

that are relevant to each component of the interpenonal empowement model. As cm be
seen. Hypothesis fil is reasonably supported because. in v i d l y al1 cases. the

Table 3
Subscale Intercorrelations - Invapersonal Component

Subscale Abbreviations
Subscale

GSE

SSE

PC

IPC

.74**

-

.32**

.14**

SPC

Self Efficacv
General Self-Efficacy
Social Self-Efficacy

Perceived Control

Personal Control
Interpersonal Control

Socio-Political Control

In terpersonal Empowennent
Social Support Number

.3**.-7611

Social Support Satisfaction

.35**

.4f **

.35**

.41**

.--q**

Social Intimacy

.18**

.3 j**

.-76**

.-37**

.O7

Table 4
Subscale Intercorrelations - Interactional Com~onent

Subscale Abbreviations
Subscale

EE

ES

EC

SE

SS

SC

SR

Social Skills
Emotional Expressivity
Emotional Sensitivity

.39**

Emotional Control

-.-38**

Social Expressivity

.64**

.46**

.O 1

-.il4*

.20**

.26** -.13**

Social Sensitivity
Social Control

.52**

-.O0

.3** .IO*

.71**

-.40**

.44**

-.3SS*

.57**

Rssources

Social Resources

. ~ 1 * * .-33**

Social Suppon Number

.-37**

.18**

-.O4

.-77-

-.IO

.-77-

Social Support Satisfaction

.19**

.14**

-.O 1

76**

-77"
.--

.30** .41**

Social Intirnacy

.-74**

.30**

-.O7

19**

-.O 1

.-a
33**

-03

-31-

.26**

Table 5
Subscale IntercorreIations - Behavioral Com~onent

Subscaie Abbreviations
AA

SJ

Total Number of Activities

.23**

.13**

.O4

Satisfaction with Activities

.24**

.20**

.l I *

Frequency of Activities

.O 1

.10

Social Suppon Number

.-33**

*14**

.-34**

,O3

Social Suppon Satisfaction

.34**

.11**

.18**

Social Intimacy

.-76**

.17**

SSS

Num

Sat

Freq

.15**

.-'O**

.O7

.14**

.1 O*

.14**

-.O3

.Z** AS**

.O0

.O6

-.O6

CA

Prosocial Coping

.4ssertive Action
Social Joining
Seeking Social Suppon
Cautious Action

Participation

-.O1

Intemersonal Empowerrnent

scales/subscales that are intended to mesure each component are significantly correlated
with each other and, likewise, with ail three measures of interpersonal empowerment
(social support satisfaction and number. and social intimacy). Please refer to Appendis P
for a correlation rnatrix of al1 subscales.
There were a few notable exceptions to the expected relationships. Social
sensitivity appeared to have no relationship or a negative relationship to social support
and social intimacy (and to other eficacy, control, skills. and resources measures). It may

be that. when highly attuned and sensitive to the social world, such individuals are more
criiical of social interactions and their own skills and resources. and may need different
kinds of social support and social intimacy. Another clear exception was frequency of

activities. which appeared to have no relationship to any other subscale. aside from
emoiional sensitivity and satisfaction with activities. The same was true for emotional
control: it had few relationships with any of the subscales.
Based on an examination of the content of the subscales (and their theoretical
relevance). the alpha reliability coefficients. and preliminary correlations. somc subscales

were excluded from later analyses. Table 6 smrnarizes the subscales that were ercluded

in later analyses. and provides a rationale for that exclusion.
Test inri the IE Model: Rationale and Procedure

Given the fact that Zimrneman's (1995) model has never been testrd in its
entirety and that it has never been applied to the interpersonal domain in this fashion. it
seemed appropriate to proceed cautiously and tentatively with model identification.
specification. and testing. The first step in model tesiing is to subject the chosen scales
and subscales to an exploratory factor anaiysis (EFA), which allows the researcher to

Table 6
Summarv of Excluded Subscales and Rationale for Their Exclusion

Rationale for Inclusion/Esclusion

Scale/Subscale
Social Self Efficacy

Its six items overlap substantially with those of interpersonal conrrot:

interpersonal control was selected because it contained more items. had
slightly better interna1 consistency, and was more strongly related to
general self-efficacy (than was social self-efficacy)

SOC~O-Political
Controi

Weaker alpha: more distal in ternis of interpersonal hnctioning (items are
focused on political activity, which may have little relevance to this
population); had weak relationships throughout (none esceeded -30)

Emotional Control

Weaker alpha; has little to no relationship with an! other subscales: may
be an "out lier variable" (Tabachnick 8: Fidell. 1996)

Social Control

Though having a good a it was strongly related to the eff?cacyand
control subscales and rnay be tapping into this component more so chan
social skills
-- --

Cautious Action

-

-

Although related to prosocial coping. was excluded because of a weak a
and weak correlations with other subscales (no relationship to
participation)

Instinctive Action

Associated with antisocial coping strategies

Avoidance

Polar opposite to assenive action (used equally by males & fernales)

Indirect Action

Associated with antisocial coping; used more fkquently by males

Antisocial Action

Associated wit h antisocial coping; used more fiequent ly b~ males

Aggressive Action

Associated with antisocial coping: used more ftequently by males

Frequency of Activities

Has little to no relationship with any other subscales (with the exception
of satisfaction with activities); may be an "outlier variable" (Tabachnick
& Fidell)

eliminate scales and subscales that have weak loadings. or cross-loadings on several other
factors.
Anderson and Gerbing (1988) suggest a two-step approach to stnicrunl equation
modeling. in which the measurement model is tested (and respecified. if needed) prior to

testing the structural model. The authors suggest that a one-step approach (simply testing
the structural model) risks suffering from intemretational confoundinq. In this situation.

empirical meaning is assigned to an unobserved variable, which is different from the
meaning assigned to it prior to estimating the unknown parameters. This empirical
meaning ma? also change depending on the specification of free or constrained
parameters for the structural model. To minimize the risk of interpretaiional confounding.
Anderson and Gerbing advise estimating the measurement model first. prior to testing the
structural model. because there are no constraints placed on the structural parameters
with the former. This two-step approach has been used by other researchers examining

issues related to coping and social support (see Dunkley & Blankstein. in press: Dunkley,
Blankstein. Halsall. Williams. & Winkworth. 2000).
In surn. a cautious approach to model specification would include testing the
measurement model first. using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). and then proceeding

with testing the structural model. using structural equation modeling (SEM). In CFA. the
observed variables (selected previously by the EFA) are forced or constrained to load on

certain factors or unobserved constnicts. with the factors being allowed to correlate freely

(no constraints in terrns of stmcturd parameters or pathways). In SEM. the relationships
or pathways between the factors are tested. In this study, the sample was splh in half. On
one half. EFA was used to examine the scales and subscales of interest (those identified

in Table 6). and to refine the set of subscales for the CFA. On the other half of the
sample. the scales and subscales selected in the EFA stage \hiIl be subjected to a CFA

(where the subscales will be constrained to load on certain factors. in conrrast to the EFA
which ailows al1 of the subscales to load fieely on al1 factors). Following this. the
pathways between the factors will be tested using SEM (with the CFA group data).
Hvpothesis #Z - It is h\-pothesized that the set of observed measures for each cornPonent

of empowerment will load most heavilv on its corres~ondingfactor (com~onent).
Al1 retained subscales derived from the measures (i.e., 16) were entered into an

EF.4. using the data from one-half (n=ZOj) of the total sample. The principal components
method of factor extraction was used. with a Varimav orthogonal rotation (Tabachnick 8:
Fidell. 1996).
.A number of solutions were tried. and a five-factor solution was most

interpretable. Table 7 describes the results of the five-factor EFA. with a cutoff for size of
adequate loading to be 3 5 or greater (.55 denotes a "goocï' loading value [30?40

overlapping variance]: Tabachnick & Fidell. 1996). Tabachnick and Fideil noie that only
loadings of .32 or greater are interpreted (Le.. 10% overlapping variance). If a variable
bvhich loaded on one factor >.55) aiso loaded on another factor at 3 2 or greater (at a
lrvel that is interpreiable). this variable was identified as crossloading and to be

tenratively rejected for the CFA.
Hypothesis #2 was pa~iallysupported by the EFA. Though four factors (the
intrapersonal. interactional. behavioral. and IE components) were predicted to emerge.
the five-factor solution does make theoretical sense. Personal control and general selfefficacy clustered together in one factor (feelings of efiicacy and control): as did

Table 7
Exploratorv Factor Analvsis (Principal Components Method of Factor Estraction with a

Varima. Rotation): A Five-Factor Solution

Factor Loadings
Subscale

1

General Self-Efficacy

.853

Persona1 Control

347

Assenive Action

.780

Social Resources Scale

,682

Social Intimacy

.503

Social Expressivity

--

Emotional Espressivity

2
.
o

O-

,863

3
-O

-O

--

4

--

S
O-

--

--

--

--

_-

.820

Emotional Sensitivity

--

395

--

.463

--

Interpersonal Control

.50S

.580

--

--

--

-

--

696

--

.5 12

Social Joining
Seeking Social Suppon
Social Sensitivity

Total Number of Activities

--

Mean Satisfaction with ActivitiesSocial Support Number

-

-

Social Support Satisfaction

.424

--

.
o

Note: Loadings in excess of 5 5 are in boldface type. Small to very srnail loadings (less
than 22) are denoted by "-".

emotional expressivity and social expressivity (social slülls); social joining and seeking
social support (prosocial coping behavior); number of and satisfaction with activities
(participatory behavior); and social suppon nurnber and satisfaction (IE). Essentially. the
behavioral component was broken into two distinct facton that differentiared between
coping and participatory behaviors. This makes good sense, as these behaviors may be
reasonably distinct.

Of interest. assenive action clustered strongly with the control and self-efficacy
factor. This also stands to reason because assertive action was not found previously to be
associated with prosocial coping (which tends to be more cautious and judicious:
Dunahoo et al.. 1998). Rather. in previous research. assertive action was found to be a
part of an active-passive continuum that included avoidance as its polar opposite. It

seems plausible to associate these assertive strategies with the control and efficacy
component: being assertive is likely to be highly associated with feelings of personal
control and self-efficacy.
Social support satisfaction loaded fairly strongly with both social support number
and wi th the control/efficacy factor. It may be that there is a covarying relationship
between feelings of control/efficacy and IE. In essence. satisfaction with supports may be
related to having an adequate number of suppons &rg

possessing feelings of persona1

control and efficacy in general. Not surprisingly, seeking social support also crossloaded
ont0 both the coping and the IE (social support) facton. Again, there may be a covarying
relationship between coping and IE that may be of interest. Furthemore. social support
satisfaction and seeking social suppon were both needed in their respective facton

because two or more manifest variables were required for each latent factor in CFA and

SEM. It seems reasonable to include assertive action. social support satisfaction. and

seeking social support in the CFA and SEM phases.

Based on the EFA results and the preceding discussion. the following subscales
were entered into the CFA and SEM analyses: general self-efficacy, persona1 control.
assertive action. emotional expressivity. social expressivity. seeking social support. social
joining. total number of activities, mean satisfaction with activities. social suppon

number. and social support satisfaction.
Review of Fit Indices for CFA and SEM Evaluation

Based on the recommendations of Anderson and Gerbing ( 1984. 1988): Bentler
( 1990. i 992): Marsh.

Balla and McDonald (1988); and Ullman (1 996): the following list

summarizes the fit indices (and their cntical values) used to evaluate the fit of models
tested in CFA and SEM:
1. ACFI- Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index ( > .90 )

2. CF1 - BentlergsComparative Fit Index ( > .95 )

3. x2/df - Chi-Square/degrees uf freedom ( < 2 )
4. GFI - Goodness of Fit Index ( > .95 )

5 . NNFl - Bentler & Bonett's Non-Normed Fit Index ( > .90 )

6. RMSEA - Root-Mean Square Error of Approximation ( < .Os).

When examining stnictural models in SEM. the following degree of parsimony fit

indices were used to determine whether a later model has better fit that an earlier one:
7. AIC - Akaike Information Criterion (there is no standard critical value.
only that these values should be smaller in a modified model)
8. CAIC - Consistent Akaike Information Criterion (as indicated in M C ) .

Model testing for CFA and SEM was conducted using SAS CALIS (a statistical
program). which uses the maximum likelihood estimation method to determine the fit of

a given model to its observed variance-covariance matrices.
Hypothesis #3 - The measurement model will be subiected to confirmatorv factor
analvsis. It is hvwthesized that the measurement model will be confirmed and have good
fit.
-

The following 1 1 subscales, that were identified in the EFA, were entered into a
CFA: general self-eficacy. persona1 controi, assenive action, emotional expressivity,
social expressivity. seeking social support, social joining. total nurnber of activities. mean
satisfaction with activities. social suppon number. and social suppon satisfaction. Five
latent factors. each of which had at least two of the 11 indicators above. compnsed the
measurement model (see Figure 3).
The measurement model converged after 12 iterations and produced the following
fit indices: AGFI = 0.94. CF1 = 0.99. fldf

=

1.06. GFI = 0.97. NNFI = 0.99. and

RMSEA = 0.02. All of these fit indices exceeded the minimum criteria for good fit.
Essentially. this indicates that the factor stnicture from the EFA fits the data very well. as
the subscales were forced to load together as predicted. Replicating this factor structure

with a separate sarnple of participants. using more conservative criteria (forced loadings).
increases confidence that these factors represent the data. These strong fit indices confirm
the measurement model of IE and confirm Hypothesis #3.

Hv

#4 - It is hvoothesized that a sienificant oro~ortionof the variance in each

scaIe/subscaIe wilI be ex~lainedby its related consmct/com~onent.
Table 8 describes additional results of the CFA: the factor loadings of each
subscale. their significance, and the amount of variance explained in each variable by its
latent factor. The factor loadings were taken from the equations with standardized
coefficients; their significance was assessed by examining the manifest variable
equations. where each t-value is compared with non-directional critical values of 1.96
(pC.05). 2.58 (pc.01). and 3.29 @<.001). Al1 factor loadings for this model are highly

significant (pe.00 1).
Hypothesis $4 is partially supponed when examining the R' values (which denote
the amount of variance in a variable explained by its latent factor). For six of the eleven
subscales. a reasonably large proportion of the variance (greater than 30)is rxplained by
their related factors. These include: general self-eficacy. personal control. assertive
action. social expressivity. seeking social support. and mean satisfaction with activities.
A proportion of less thm 5 0 indicates that more than half of the variability in the

subscale is left unexplained (i.e.. error and other influences account for most of the
variance. overshadowinp the influence of the constmct). In this case. between 5 1 and
98% of the variance in just over half of the subscales is explained by their factors.

Table 8
CFA Factor Loadings. ïheir Simiificance. Prooonion of Variance in Each Variable

Explained bu Its Latent Factor. and EFA Loadine Com~arisons

Factor Loadings

Su bscale

1

-

3

3

4

5

R?

General Self-Efficacy
Personal Control
Assertive Action

Social Expressivity
Emotional Expressivity
Social Joining
Seeking Social Suppon
Total Number of Activities

--

Mean Satisfaction with ActivitiesSocial Suppon Number
Social Suppon Satisfaction

-(395)

Note. CFA loadings are in boldface type; EFA loadings are placed below. in parentheses.
for cornparison purposes. Al1 CFA loadings are highly significant (pC.00 1 ). R2 denotes
the squared multiple correlations for each subscale. This value approximates the
proportion of variance in the subscale that is explained by its latent factor.

Examining the correlations, provided by the CFA between exogenous or latent
variables, allows for general impressions regarding the relationships between the
constmcts to be tested in SEM.As seen in Table 9, then were reasonably strong
relationships between TE and the other four components. which likely would support
those pathways. However, with exception of the path from Feelings to Skills, thcre
appeared to be weak relationships between the four components themselves. Weak

relationships may indicate that because the components were reasonably separate from
one another, the pathways between the four components were less likely to be confirmed.

In essence, after conducting the CFA, IE appears to influence al1 of the componcnts; the
components, in tum, appear to be distinct. The latent variable correlations seem to be
consistent with the theoretical underpinnings of the model (please refer to Figure 2).
Hvpothesis #5

-- The structural rnodel will be subiected to exdoratorv structural

eauation modelinn- (SEM)to test the fit of the hvbothesized mode1 and to sunnest
It is hvpothesized that the direction of the ~ a t h (or
s contin~encieslbetween the
changes.

components will be supported, and that these ~ a t h will
s be statisticallv simificant.

The hypothesited structural model of interpersonal empowennent was tested, in
which the pathways between the latent variables were specified. Figure 4 illustrates the
initial structural model, in which feelings of efficacy, control, and assertivencss (in the
intrapersonal domain) would lead sequentially to enhancement of social skills, prosocial
coping, and participation in a variety of activities. Participation would then feed back into
the intrapenonal component, thus completing the IE process elemcnt. The outcomc

element of IE (social support) would impact al1 of the componmts. To facilitate the
discussion of the five factors, they were abbreviated as follows: feelings of control,

Table 9
ConfirmatonrFactor Analvsis: Correlations Arnone Latent Factors

Factors
Factor (Abbreviation)

Feelings

Skills

Coping

Participation

IE

Feelings of Efficacy.
Control. & Assertiveness
(Feelings)
Social Skills
(Skills)
Prosocial Coping Behavior
(Coping)
Participatory Behavior
(Participation)

.30

.25

.Y4

Interpersonal Empowerment

.68

.19

A8

(W

1 .O0
.50

-1 ,O0

efficacy. and assertiveness = '-Feelings"; social skills = "Skills"; prosocial coping
behavior = "Coping"; participatory behavior = "Participation": and interpersonal
ernpowerment

= -'IE".

Running the initial mode1 produced excellent fit indices. as noted in Table 9
(which compares the results of several nested models). These indices suggest that the data
fit the hypothesized structural model. The standardized coefficients of the estimated

parameters (estimated pathways) are indicated in Figure 4. The significance of each of
the pathways estimated between the latent variables was evaluated using the t-tests

provided with the manifest variable equations and using nondirectional critical t-values
of 1.96 (p<.Oj). 2.58 (p<.Ol). and 3.29 @<.001). As suggested in the evaluation of the

latent factor correlations in the CFA (where the factors were allowed to correlate freeiy).
once having constrained the relationships between the variables (by specifiing and
testing their pathways). none of the pathways between the components was significant.
Only the pathwys from IE to each component were signifiant. Hypothesis #5 is

therefore partially confimed.
Hwothesis #6 -- It is hv~othesizedthat the model will also have a simificant pathwav
from the behavioral to the inirapersonal comoonent (thus making the contingencv path a
circular one).
Again. none of the pathways between the four components were significant.
including the feedback loop. As a result. Hypothesis #6 is not confimed.

Hyothesis #7 -- It is h~othesizedthat the final model denved from the ex~loratorv
phase will have eood fit.

The initial run of the structural model produced suggestions for modification.
Implernenting these suggestions may result in a better fitting model. In general. adding
paths should be done before deleting other paths; al1 changes to a model are to be done
incrementally. one at a time, with re-examination of the suggestions for modification
(Ullman. 1996). The highest-ranked Lagrange Multiplier test (for adding paths) suggested
adding a path from Coping to Skills. making the relationship between the two
components bi-directional. It seems reasonable that the two would influence each other: a
person's ability to express feelings (either verbally or non-verbally) is likely related to
social joining and seeking social support as coping strategies. It is also likely that
engaging in such strategies would encourage an individual's abilities to espress feelings.
The rnodel of modification #I is illustrated in Figure 5, along with its path coefficients.
Modification #1 resulted in a marked change in the fit indices (see Table 9). These
changes were indeed sipnificant at pe.00 I as indicated by the $ difference (goodness-offit)

(XD= x~~~~~~- Khlodel
2 = 1 1.889; dfD= d L h l
1

7

X [ c r i i . o y 05.

)

= 3 -84). However.

l

- df

= 1:

the mode1 produced uninterpretable path coefficients

(which. when standardized. should fa11 between O and 1). making these results suspect.

The moditication suggestions of the modified model were again exarnined. There
were no pathways to be added between any two latent variables (no Lqrange

Multipliers). however the highest-ranked Wald test (for deleting paths) suggested
removin the feedback loop fiom Participation to Feelings. The objective of the Wald test
is to proceed backwards and delete pathways in such a way that non-significant changes

in 2 are observed (analogous to step-wise regession). The model of modification #2 did
not provoke any significant change in 2,yet did increase the degrees of fieedom of the
rnodel (see Table 9). The model of modification #2 is illustrated in Figure 6. Yet again.
the path coefficients fiom the second modification were not interpretable as well.
It is clear that. based on the results of modification attempts, the best solution for

the data is the initial structural model. Its paths between the components were
interpretable (though very weak). and significant pathways fiom IE to al1 four
components were observed. In sum, several approaches indicate that the cornponents are

not highly interrelated. and appear to be distinct. The significant pathways from IE to the
four distinct components support Zirnmeman's original depiction of his conceptual
model.

Discussion
Validation of a Nomoloeical Network of Interpersonal Emwwerment

The most compelling finding of this research was the extraction of a five-factor
solution. in which the behavioral component was split into coping behavior and
participatory behavior. Although four components were anticipated (as illusrrated in
Zimmerman's mode1 of psychological empowerment). this solution made good sense.
Coping strategies and participation in activities appear to be conceptually dissimilar
behaviors.
Why is engaging in a number of satisfying activities behaviorally distinct from

social joining and seeking social support? Some reasons for this disparity may be found
in (a) the nature and outcomes or benefits of the behavior, and (b) the social supports
related to the behavior. First. the nature of coping and participatory behaviors ma? be
different. Prosocial coping is reactive behavior: that is. people engage in coping behavior

in response to a negative or stressful interpenonal event. As a result. prosociol coping is a
fairly straightfonvard concept- coping occurs in reaction to an event. On the other hand.
participatory behavior may be more cornplex. Participation in satis-ing activities may
indeed be a reactive behavior (like prosocial coping). in that enjoyable activities
(pariicularly social activities) may reduce the stress associated with a negative
interpersonal event. Participation rnay also serve several other functions. however.
Engaging in enjoyable activities can be a simple diversion as well; these activities are
enjoyed for their own sake and for their intrinsic benefits (they make life more pleasant,
they increase ski11 levels, etc.). Participation may serve an even more important function
as proactive behavior. Engaging in a number of satisfying activities rnay be proactive and

protective in that these activities encourage the individual to be out in the social world.
and open to developing new interpersonal relationships and the support the' would

provide. In sum. prosocial coping may represent a more reactive behavioral set. with the
reduction of distress as its outcorne. Participatory behavior rnay represent a more
complex behavioral set that rnay be reactive, proactive. or of some neutral. intnnsic
value. The outcornes of participatory behavior rnay also be more varied. such as
reduction of distress. development of new interpersonal relationships. and personal
enjoyment derived from the activity itself. These potential differences rnay help to
esplain why these two types of behavior formed separate behavioral constructs.
A second reason why prosocial coping and participatory behavior are distinct

from one another rnay be related to social support. When confronted with a stressful or
negative interpenonal event. a woman may rely on social joining or seekin out social
supports. M e n a woman is distressed. it seems likely that she would seek out friends and
family members that are reasonably close to her. Prosocial coping behavior probably
occurs in connection with loved ones in whom the distressed individual trusts and IO
whom she feels close. Participatory behavior. in reaction to a negative event. may also
involve similar social supports. However, the types of interpersonal reiationships
involved in proactive participation rnay be different: they rnay be more casual
acquaintances or. in fact. complete strangers. Potential differences in the types of
interpersonal relationships that arise from each behavioral set rnay also eaplain why
prosocial coping and panicipation in activities are discrete.
There are some practical implications that result fiom these distinctions. For the
women in this study. both prosocial coping behavior and participatory behavior had

strong positive pathways from 1E.To be interpersonally empowered. women engaged in

both reactive and proactive behavior. Therefore, women need to know how to react to
stressful interpersonal situations (such as engaging in social joining and seeking social
suppons) and they need to know how to initiate satisfjhg activities that encourage

further development of interpersonal relationships. Good coping strategies are not
enough, women need to know how to be proactive and engaged in their social milieu in
order to be interpersonally empowered.
Intemersonal Emoowerment in Young Women
For over 60% of the young women who participated in this study. the most
important interpersonal goal related to their fnendships. Another 28% of the IE group felt
that finding or developing an intimate relationship was most central. It is clear that peer
relationships are a critical aspect to the interpersonal functioning of young women. In
exarnining the path coefficients of the structural mode1 (Figure 1), it is also clrar that
there are sirong and positive relationships between being interpersonally empowered
(having an adequate number of and satisfaction with social supports) and (a) possessing

feelings of control. efficacy. and being assertive; (b) being socially skilied in ternis of
verbal and non-verbal expression: (c) engaging in prosocial coping strategies. such as
social joining and seeking out social supports: and (d) participating in a number of
satisfying activities. This appears consistent with the IE group's most important

interpersonal goal: the ongoing development of close fnendships. For many young

women. having a strong peer group on which to rely may facilitate their interpersonal
empowerment.

The finding that the components are relatively distinct (that they are not
significantly related to each other) approximates the structure of Zimmerman's model.
which il lustrates the components of psychological empowerment as unco~ected
elements (see Figure 1). IE appean to have the most influence on each component. rather
than an. potential connection between them. In essence, the number of and satisfaction
with social supports had the most impact on feelings of control, verbal and non-verbal
expression. prosocial coping. and participation in activities. This is not to suggest that
there is no possibility of meaningful connections between the components themselves.

The fact that there are weak (non-significant) relationships between them suggests that
the connections betueen these components w a m t further investigation.
'viethodolo~icalIssues and Limitations
Most of the scales had reliability coefficients that were good (greater than .70).
and most appeared to perform well. Regardless. other measures for each component
should be explored. One of the clear limitations of this research is the participation scale.
which was tenuous in its performance. This is not surprising given the fact that it was the
only open-ended scale. and one that was previously untested. It produced sornewhat
skewed responses. at the hiph end of the scale. Several attempts were made ai exploring
and confirming factor structures that included the mean frequency of activities subscale.

In EFA. mean frequency would always load strongly with mean satisfaction with
activities (because of the strong correlation between the two). The fint attempt at CFA
with mean frequency and satisfaction with activities resulted in a model that would not
converge (a solution was not found d e r 50 iterations). This model also reported a very

unusual standardized coefficient for mean satisfaction with activities of 4.71 84

(standardized coefficients. analogous to factor loadings. are intended to be 4 ) and a
negative variance of 46.1 12. Since the distribution for mean satisfaction with activities
was somewhat assymetrical (negatively skewed) and had a number of individuals with no

activities at the other end of the scale. transformations were attempted. However. when
the transformed satisfaction with activities scores were entered into the CFA, the model
did not converge again. and reported yet another unusual standardized coefficient of -

4.6 107 and a negative variance of 0.774. Omitting the rnean satisfaction with activities

scale was the next step. yet entering mean fiequency and total number of activities was
equally problematic. Finally, mean frequency of activities was excluded. leaving mean
satisfaction with and total number of activities. No apparent problems remained with the
mean satisfaction subscale - it became obvious that it was influenced by the mean

frequency subscale. Initially, it was felt that the mean frequency of activities subscale
may be mediated by mean satisfaction. however it appears that the mean frequency

subscale. due to its unusual characteristics was an outlier variable (it was distinctively
different from and was largeely unrelated to the others).

Though it was heartening that the model was validated easily and strongly once
having discovered the influential variable. the analysis remains highly explontory in that
there were multiple attempts at analyzing the data. For example. early attempts at EFA
using al1 of the subscales produced uninterpretable results; subsequently, the number of
subscales entered into the EFA and CFA phases was refined. The scales and subscales to
be included or escluded should have been specified a priori. As such. these preliminary

findings must be interpreted cautiously. The interpersonal empowement model certainly
requires replication and m e r refinement (such as using other scales and subscales).

An additional limitation to this research was the highly restricted participant

sample. The ability to genedize the findings beyond the sample characteristics is
severely limited (e.g., to describe the empowerment experiences of young men): on the
other hand. it is easier to interpret the results with such a homogenous group. Also
relevant is the investigation of whether there are differential influences or effects of IE
depending on age, gender, and social, physical, and mental health status.
A final limitation is the cross-sectional approach used to assess interpersonal

rmpowerment. The data were collected at one point in time only, at the beginning of the
university school year. Therefore, the temporal stability of the factor structure of the
interpersonal empowerment model is unknown at this time. Consistent with
empowerment theory. IE may wax and wane over time depending on people's
interpersonal experiences.
Im~licationsfor Further Research
Even though this research partially validates a theoretical rnodel of empowerment.
clearly this is a first step in elucidating an empirical rnodel of interpersonal
empowerment. Replication is needed with a new sample of participants. especially to
confirm the structural model. CFA \vas used in this study to confirm the measurement
model developed with EFA. Confirming the structural model is essential as well and this
must bc done with a separate sample of participants.
More work is required on the measurement of IE, most importantly with respect

to pmicipatory behavior. The development of a participation scale that is not open-ended
would be a good first step. Perhaps it could be similar to the CUSS, in that people could
check off a11 activities in which they have engaged. Parsing out the dissimilarities

between coping and participation as behaviors. and investigating whether each is
associated with different kinds of social support. should be part of funire research into
interpersonal empowerment.
Once having clarified the basic correlates of interpersonal empowerment. other

steps should be taken. The stability of IE should be assessed over multiple points in time.
It seems likely that there should be some amount of stability to

IE. particularly since

many individuals tend to adopt entrenched patterns of social behavior. However. levels of
IE may suddenly be destabilized due to a highly stresshl event or series of events
pertaining to an individual's salient interpersonal relationships. Assessment over multiple
rime periods, with long between-test intervals and measurement of life events and

distress. would be a method of ascertaining the volatility of IE.

In sum. this research provides a tentative conceptualization of interpersonal
empowerment in young women. This mode1 \kas ernpirically validated. for the most part.
using multiple measures. These measures tapped into key aspects of interpersonal

empowetment: (a) feelings of control. efficacy. and asseniveness (intrapersonal): (b)
social and emotional expression (interactional); (c) social joining and seeking social

support (prosocial coping behavior): and (d) involvernent in activities (participatory
behavior). Al1 four components were positively related to the participants' current
number of and satisfaction with social supports. These preliminary findings undencore

the complexity of interpersonal relationships and provide some insight into how young
women are empowered to obtain the social supports that they need.
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Appendix A

Consent Farm

- Edmonton 24

This study will investigate the nature of young adults*interpersonal interactions: your

interest in this study is very much appreciated. The following questionnaire will ask you
questions about you and your feelings about your interpersonal relationships. The
questionnaire will take about an hour to complete and you will receive two credits for
your participation. Please consider your responses carefully as y u complete the packet.

It is important to know that your participation in this study is entirely voluntay and o u

are free to discontinue your participaiion at any time, without penalty. Please remernber

that. at al1 times. your responses will be kept confidential. Your questionnaire will receive
a number only. for identification and data entry purposes. Your name wiil not be

associated in any way with these data.

If you have any questions while you are completing the questionnaire. please raise your
hand and the researcher will assist you.

Signing this document indicates that you understand the above information and ihat );ou
are giving your informed consent to panicipate in this study.

Narne (please print)

Signature
Date

NOTE: This consent form will be separated from the questionnaire once you have
completed it. No identifying information will be stored with these data.

Appendix B

Debriefing F o m

-

Edmonton 24

Thank you very much for you. participation and interest in this study. The overail
purpose of this study is to examine empowement as it relates to the social or
interpersonal domain in young adults. Some of the questions we want to answer are:
What are some of the things that make people feel empowered in interpersonal
relationships? How do these things build on each other - that is, wher. we increase our
feelings of self-efficacy. or increase our sociai skills, or actively seek out social
relationships. do these actions swngthen other aspects of this empowerment process?
Some researchen believe that empowement is composed of a number of
elernents. The measures o u filled out today are meant to tap into these different aspects
of empowerment. The general idea is that, in order to be empowered. you nerd to have al1
of these elements in place. The research literature suggests that empowerment is

composed of (a) an intemal or psychological component (e.g., self-efficacy). (b) a
behavioral component (e.g.. actual participation in activities), and (c) an interactional
component (e.g.. skills) which bridges the gap between intemal processes and behavior.
To feel socially empowered, you probably have to have al1 of these elements present.
Your responses today have helped us to better understand the complex nature of
empouerment and will assist us in developing a structural mode1 of interpersonal
empowement.
The results of this study will likely be available sometime in December. A
feedback folder will be available in the Psychology general office once the results have
been finalized. Please contact Amy L. Anderson in the Department of Psychology (4749338) if o u have any questions or would like additional feedback on the results of this

study.

Appendix C

QuestionnaireCover Sheet

- Edmonton 24

This questionnaire will investigate your feelings and perceptions about yourself and your

interpersonal relationships. As you read the items, mark the response that first occurs to
-ou.

Make sure to complete both sides of each page (double-sided copies). If you change

your mind about an answer. erase or strike through the old one, and clearly indicate your
new response.
Research suggests that young adults have some common interpersonal goals - these are
areas of your social life that you feel need to be changed or need improvement. Some of
t hese areas are li sted be loW. Please circle the social or interpersonal goal that you feel is

most importaiit to you:
goai

1. Finding or developing an intimate relationship.

goai

2. Maintaining or improving your existing close friendship (or multiple

friendships).
goai

3. Finding or developing a close friendship (or multiple friendships).

uyour most impottant interpersonal goal is not listed above, piease wrire it Ni the
blank below:
goai

9. My own interpersonal goal:

Please keep in mind the goal you just identified as most important. You will be asked to
recall it from time to time in the sections of the questionnaire that follow.

Please continue onta the nert section

Appendix D
Spheres of Control Scale: Version 3
(Paulhus & Van Selst, 1990)

1

Wrire a number fiom 1 to 7 to indicate how much vou aeree with each statement.

I

l

Disagree

SOC

/

/

/

/

Neutral

/
Agree

1. 1 c m usually achieve what 1 want if 1 work hard for it.

-

2. In my personal relationships. the other peson usually has more control than 1

-

3.

-

SOC

4. Once 1 make plans. 1 am almost certain to make them work.

SOC

5. I have no trouble making and keeping fnends.

SOC

SOC

do.

By taking an active part in political and social affairs. we the people c m
influence world events.

-

6. The average citizen c m have an influence on govenunent dccisions.

-

7. 1 prefer games involving some luck over garnes requiring pure skill.

-

8. I'm not good at guiding the course of a conversation with sevenl others.

-

9. It is difficult for us to have much control over the things politicians do in

-

10. 1 can Icam almost anything if 1 set my mind to it.

-

11. Icm usually develop a personal relationship with someone I find appealing.

-

12. Bad economic conditions are caused by ~vorldevents that are beyond our

-

13. My major accomplishments are entirely due to rny hard work and abilin.

SOC

SOC

SOC

SOC

soc

SOC

SOC

SOC

ofice.

control.

-soc 14.
-

SOC

1 can usually steer a conversation toward the topics I want to talk about.

15. With enough effort we can wipe out political corruption.

1
/

2
/

Disagree

SOC

3
/

4
/

5
/

Neutra1

6
/

7
/

Agree

16. 1 usually do not set goals because 1 have a hard time following through on

them.
SOC

17. When I need assistance with something. I ofien find it difficult to get others

to help.
SOC

18. One of the major reasons we have wars is because people don't take enough

interest in politics.
SOC

19. Bad luck has sometimes prevented me from achieving things.

SOC

20. If there's someone 1 want to meet. 1 can usually arrange it.

SOC

21. There is nothing we, as consumers. can do to keep the cost of living from

going higher.
SOC

22. Almost anything is possible for me if 1 really want it.

SOC

23. 1 ofien find it hard to get my point of view across to others.

SOC

24. It is impossible to have any real influence over what big businesses do.

SOC

25. Most of what happens in my career is beyond my control.

SOC

26. In attempting to smooth over a disagreement. 1 sometimes make it wone.

SOC

27. 1 prefer to concentrate my energy on other things rather than on solving the

world's problems.
SOC

-

28. 1 find it pointless to keep working on something that's too dificult for me.

SOC

29. 1 find it easy to play an important part in most group situations.

SOC

30. In the long m. we the voters are responsible for bad government on a

national as well as a local level.

Please continue onto the next section

Appendin E

The Social Skills lnventory
(Riggio, 1986)
On the following pages are 90 statements that indicate an attitude or behavior that may or
ma- not be characteristic or descriptive of you. Read each statement carefully. Then
decide which response will most accurately reflect your answer and circle the appropriate
number on the scale that follows each question.

Kerp in mind that there are no right or wrong answea. Mark only one response for each
statcment. It is important to try to respond to every statement.

SSI

1.

It is difficult for others to know when 1 am sad or depressed.
1 Nol at al1 like m e

ssi 2.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

3 Like me

4 V c p much like m e 5 E ' . ~ c t l >likc me

2

X little liiic. me

3 Liiie m e

4 V e n much like m s 5 Elactl!. liks m e

2

A linle likr me

3 Like me

4 Very much likr mt:

5 E\actly likc. m c

2

A linle likc me

3

Like m e

4 Ve- much like m e 5 Esactli. like me

2 A litrle Iike me

3

Like m e

4 Very much like m e 5 E.\actl> likc me

Few people a r e as sensitive and understanding as 1 am.
1 Not at al1 Iike mi:

ssi

A linle likc me

1 talk faster than most people.
1 Not at al1 likc me

SSI

2

I can be cornfortable with al1 types of people-young and old, rich and poor.
1 No[ at al1 like me

SSI

4 V e p m u c h l i k c m e 5 E.uctl)likt.me

Criticism o r scolding rarely makes me uncornfortable.
1 Nor rit al1 likt. me

ssi

3 Likemc

1 enjoy giving parties.
1 Soi at al1 likc me

ssi 5.

2 Alinlclikeme

People can always tell when I dislike them no matter how hard 1 t y to hide
my feelings.
1 S o t at al1 like me

ssi

3 Like m e 4 Very much like me 5 Esrictl! like me

When people are speaking, 1 spend as much time watching their movemeots
as 1 do listening to them.
1 NotatalIlikeme

ssi 3.

2 A linle like m e

2 A little like me

3 Like m e 4 Vr-

much like m e 5 Esactl? like me

It is often hard for me to keep a %raight face" when telling 3 joke or
humorous story.
1 Not at al1 Iike m e

2 A linle like me

3 Like me

4

Very much like me

5 Esactly likc me

;

ssi 10.

It takes people quite a while to get to b o w me well.
1 Not at al1 Iikc me

SSI

3 Likc me 4 Vcry much like me 5 Esactl? like me

il.My greatest source of pleasure and pain is otber people.
1 Sot at al1 like me

SSI

2 A linle likc me

2

A Iittle like me

3 Like me 4

Vcry much liks m r

5 Elactl! likc me

12. W h e n I'm with a group o f friends, I am oftea the spokesperson f o r the
group.
1 Not at al1 like me

SSI

Like me

4 Vcry much Iike me 5 E l a c t l ~like me

2

A little like me

3 Like mc

4 Very much likc ms 5 Eucil! liks mr:

14. At parties, 1 can immediately tell when someone is interested in me.
1 Not at al1 Iike me

SSI 15.

SSI 16.

2

A little like me

3

Like me

4 V c p much liks me 5 E\;rtctl> likr me

Peopie can always tell when 1 am embarrassed by the expression on my face.
1 Not at al1 Iike me

2

A little like me

3

Like me

4 Vcry much like me 5 E\rictl! like me

2

A linle like me

3

Like me

4 Very much like me 5 I_\rictl> likr mc

1 love to socialize.
1 Sot at al1 liks me

SSI

3

13. When depressed, 1 tend to make those around me depressed also.
1 Not at al1 like me

ssi

2 A littlc tike me

17. 1 would much rather take part in a political discussion than to observe and
analyze what the participants are saying.
4

ssi

Nor at al1 like rnc

2

A Iittlr: likc me

3 Like me

4 Vrry much liks me 5 f-:\actl> likc ms

18. Sometimes 1 find it dilficult t o look at others when I am talking about something personal.
1 Nor at al1 like me

SSI

4 V c p much liks me S

ll\;ictl>

likc rnc

2 A l i t t k likr me

3

Liks me

4 V e p much like me 5 E\rictl> liks rnc

2

A littls like me

3 Likc me 4 V e p much like ms 5 Exactl> likr me

2

A little likr me

3

Like me

4 V r p much like me S Exact!: likc me

22. 1 prefer jobs that require working with a large number of people.
1 Not at al1 like me

ssi

Like mc

21. 1 am not very skilled in controlling my emotions.
t Nor ai al1 like me

ssi

3

20. 1 am interested in knowing what makes people tick.
1 Not at al1 like me

SSI

A little likr me

19. 1 have been told that I have expressive eyes.
1 Xot at al1 like me

sa

2

2

A linle like me

3

Like me

4 V e l rnuch like me 5 Esactl? lik me

23. 1 am greatly influenced by the moods of those around me.
1 Not ai al1 Iike me

2

A linle like me

3

Like me

4 Very much like me S Esilctl! like me

ssi

24. I am not good at makiog prepared speeches.
1 Not at al1 Iike me

ssi

A linle like me

3 Like me

4 Very much like me 5 Esactly like me

25. 1 usually feel uncornfortable touching other people.
1 Not at al1 like me

ssi

2

2

A Iinle like me

3 Like me

4 Very much \ike me 5 Eslictl? likc me

26. I can easily tell wbat a person's charaeter is by watching his or ber

interactions with others.
1 Not at al1 like me
ssi

3 Like me 4

V e v much like m c

5 Esactly likr me

2

A linlt like me

3 Like me

4 Vcry much like me 5 Esactly like me

3 Like me

4 Vrry much like me 5 Exactly likr me

28. 1 always mingle at parties.
1 Not at al1 likç me

SSI

A little Iike me

27. 1 am able to conceal my true feelings from just about anyone.
1 Not at al1 likc me

sst

2

2

A linle like me

29. There are certain situations in which 1 find myself wortying about whether 1
am doing or saying the right things.
1 Not at al1 like me

ssi

V e y much IiLs mc:

Esrictly Iike me

2

A linle like me

3 Like me

4 Very much like me 5 Exactly likc me

31. I often laugh out loud.
1 NotatalIlikçrnc

ssi

3 Like me 4

30. 1 find it very difficult to speak in front of a large group of people.
1 Not at al1 like me

ssi

2 A linle Iike me

2 Alinlelikrme

3 Likeme 4 Verymuchlikemr: 5 E s a c t l ~ l i k e r n e

32. 1 always seem to know what peoples' true feelings are no matter how hard

they try to conceal them.
1 Not at al1 liks mt:
ssi

4 Ve? much likr m c 5 Exactl! Iikr me

2 Alinklikrme

3 Likemc 4 V e ~ m u c h l i k r m t : 5 E s a ç t l ~ l i k e r n ç

2

A linle likr me

3 Like me

4 V t p much likc rnc 5 Esactl> like me

35. Sometirnes I think that 1 take things other people say to me too penonally.
1 Not at al1 like me

ssi

3 Like mc

34. 1 usually take the initiative to introduce myself to strangers.
1 Not rit al1 like me

ssi

A littls likc rnc

33. 1 can keep a straight face even when friends try to make me laugh or smile.
1 Notatalllikcmc

ssi

2

2

A linle like me

3 Like me 4 Very much like me 5 Esactly like me

36. When in a group of people, 1 have trouble tbinking of the right things to talli

about.
1 Not at al1 like me

2

A linle like me

3 Like me

4 V e y much like me 5 Esactly likc me

ssi

37. Sometirnes 1 have trouble making my friends and family realize just how
angry or upset 1 am with them.
1 S o t at al1 like me

ssi

2

A linle like me

3 Like me

4 V e v much likc me 5 Exact11 likc me

38. 1 can accurately tell wbat a person's character is upon first meeting him or

her.
1 Not at al1 Iike me
SS,

ssi

A Iinlr: like me

3 Like me

4 Very much likc me 5 Esrictl! like me

2

A linle like me

3 Like me

4 Very much like me 5 Esactly Iikc me

2

A linle like me

3 Likc me

4 V e v much like me S Esactl!. like me

13. M y facial expression is generally neutral.
1 Not at al1 like me

2

.4 linle likr me

3 Like mc

4 V ç p much like me 5 Exactly Iike mc

44. One of my greatest pleasures in life is being with other people
1 Xot at al1 like me

2

A linle like me

3 Like me

4 Ver\. much Iike mc 5 E\rictl> like me

45. 1 am very good at maintaining a cairn exterior even if 1 am upset.
1 Sot at al1 like me

SSI

2

1 am usually very good at leading group discussions.
1 Sot at al1 like me

SSI

4 Very much likc me 5 ExactI> likc me

11. What othen think about mp actions is of little or no consequence to me.

SSI 42.

ssi

3 Like me

40. 1 am usually the one to initiate conversations.
1 Sot at al1 like me 2 A linle like me 3 Like mc 4 Very much tike me 5 E ~ a c t i ylike me

1 Not at all like me

ssi

A linle Iikr me

39. It is v e q hard for me to control my emotions.
1 Not at al1 like me

SSI

2

2 A litile likc m e

3 Like me

4 V e p much like mc: 5 E\actly like me

46. When telling a stoy, I usually use a lot of gestures to help get the point
across.
1

Sot at

al[ like rnc

2 .4 littlr like me

3 Likc me

4 Ver\. much like mc 5 EsactI! likc me

17. 1 oftcn w o r n that people will misinterpret something I have said to them.

SS~

1 Not at al1 like me
ssi

2

A little likr me

3 Likr me

4 V q much like rns 5 Esactlv like me

48. I am often uncornfortable around people whose social class is different from
mine.
1 Nor at al1 fike me

2

X little like me

3 Like me

4 V e p much like me 5 Esactly like me

3 Like ml:

4 Very rnuch like me 5 Exactly iike me

49. 1 rarely show my anger.

SS~

1 Nat at al1 like me
ssi 50.

2

A linle likc me

1 can instantly spot a uphony" the minute 1 meet him or ber.
1 Not at al1 like me

2

A linle like me

3 Liiie me

4 Very much like me 5 Exactly like me

ssi

51. 1 usually adapt my ideas and behavior to the group 1 happen to be s i t h at the

time.
1 Not at zill like me
ssi

A linle like me

3 Like me 4

Very much like me

5 Esactl) likc me

2 A linlc Iike me

3 Like me

4 Very much like mt:

5 Esactly like mc

2 A linle likr me

3

Like me

4 Very much like me 5 Esactl:, likc me

55. I often touch my friends when talking to them.
1 Not at al1 like me

ssi

2

51. 1 am not very good at mixing at parties.
1 Sot at al1 like me

SSI

4 V l much like me 5 Esactl? liks me

53. While growing up, my parents were always stressing the importance of good
manners.
i Not at al1 Iike me

ssi

3 Likc me

52. When in discussions, 1 find myself doing a large share of the talking.
1 Not at al1 like me

ssi

2 A Iinle like me

2 A linte likr me

3 Like me 4 V s p much like me 5 E.uctl> like mr

56. I dislike it whea other people tell me their problems.
1 Not at al1 like mc

2

A little like me

3 Like ms 4 V s q much likc me 5 Esacilj likr me

ssi

57. While 1 may be aervous on the iuside, 1 can disguise it very well from others.
1 Not ai al1 likc m e 2 A linle likr me 3 Like me 4 Vcry much like me 5 E ~ c t I ylikr mr

ssi

58. At parties 1 eojoy talking to a lot of different people.
1 Xot at al! like me

ssi

A littlc like me

3 Likr me 4 Vep much tike mc 5 E\acily like me

59. 1 c m be strongly affected by someone smiling or frowning at me.
1

ssi

2

.lot at riIl

likc me

2

A littlc like me

3 Like me

4 V e v much likr me 5 E\actl> likc me

60. 1 would feel out of place at a party attended by a lot of very important

people.
1 Not at al1 like me
ssi 61. 1 am

A linlc likc me

3 Likc ms 4 Vrry much likr me 5 Euctly Iikr me

able to liven up a dull party.

1 Not at al1 like me
ssi

2

2 A linle likr me

3 Likr me 4

Very much likc me

5 Esactl? like me

62. 1 sometimes cry at sad movies.
1 Not at al[ like me

2

A linte likr me

3 Like me

4 V e p much like me 5 Esacd) like mi:

ssi

63. 1 can make rnyself look as if I'm having a good time at a social function even
if I'rn not really enjoying myself at all.
1 Not at al1 like me 2 A little like me 3 Like me 4 Very much like me 5 Esactly like me

ssi

64. 1 consider myself a louer.
1 .lot at al1 like me

2

A linie like me

3 Like me 4

Very much like me

5 Esactlj like me

ssi

65. 1 am very sensitive of criticism.
1 Not at al1 like me

SSI

2 A little like me

3 Like me

4 Very much like mi: 5 Esrictly likr me

66. Occasionally 19ve noticed that people from different backgrounds seem to

feel uncornfortable around me.
1 Not at all like me
ssi

ssi

2

A linle like me

3 Like me

4 V e q much likc m r 5 E\actI> like me

67. 1 dislike beiag the center of attention.
1 Not at al1 like me 2 A littlc like me 3 Like me 4

Very much like me 5 Esactly likr me

68. 1 am easily able to give a comforting bug or touch to someone who is

distressed.
1 Not at ail like me
SSI

2

A linle iike me

3 Like me 4 Very much like me 5 Exactly Iikc me

69. 1 am rarely able to hide a strong emotion.
1 Not rit al1 like rnc

2 A linle like me

3 Like me 4 Vcry much like me 5 E.\actly likc rnc

ssi

70. 1 enjoy going to large parties and meeting new people.
1 N o t a t a l l l i k e m e 2 A l i n l e l i k r m e 3 Likcme 4 V t i ~ m u c h l i k e m r 5 E\actlylikcmc:

ssi

71. It is very important that other people like me.
1 Not at al1 Iike me 2 A linlc Iike me 3 Like me 4

ssi

Very much like me 5 E x ~ t l ylike me

72. 1 sometimes Say the wrong thiag when starting a conversation with a

stranger.
1 S o t at al1 like me
SSI

4 Vcry much likr me 5 Esactly like mc

2

A little likc me

3 Like me

4

Very much likc me

5 E\rictly likc me

71. I can spend hours just watching other people.
1 Not a[ al[ like me

ssi

3 Like me

73. 1 rarely show my feelings or ernotions.
1 No[ rit al1 like me

SSI

2 A linle like me

2

Ai

l l i e me

3 Like me

4 Ven much likç me 5 Emçtly likc me

75. 1 can easily pretend to be mad even when 1 am really feeling happy.
1 Not at ail like me

2 A linle likc m e

3 Like me 4

Very much likc rnc

5 Esrictl> lilie me

76. 1 am unlikely to speak to strangers until they speak to me.

SS~

1 Bot at dl like me
ssi

A little like me

3 Like me 4

Very much like me 5 Esactly Mir me

77. 1 get nervous if 1 think that someone is watehing me.
1 Not at ail like me

ssi

2

2

A linle Iike me

3 Like me

4 V e p much like me 5 Esactly likrr me

78. 1 am often chosen to be the leader of a group.
h'ot at al1 iike me

2 A linle like me

3 Like me

4 Very much Iike me 5 Esactly like me

ssi

79. Friends have sometimes told me tbat 1 talk too much.
1 Not at al1 like me

ssi

3 Like me

4 V e q rnuch like me 5 Esactly like me

2 A linle like me

3 Like me 4 V e c much like mrl 5 Exaçtl? liks me

81. People can always "readW my feelings even wben I'm trying to hide them.
1 Not at dl like me

ssi 82.

2 A linte like me

3 Like me

4 Ven. much like me 5 Esactl) likr me

1 tend to be the "life o f the party."
1 Xot at al1 like me

SSI

A linle like me

80. 1 am often told that 1 am a sensitive, understanding person.
1 Nor at al1 like me

SSI

2

2

A linle like me

3 Like me

4 Vcry much like mc 5 Esactly likc me

83. I'm generally concerned about the impression I'm making on others.
1 Not at al1 like me

ssi 84.

2

A linle like me

3 Like me 4 V e p much like mc S Esactly likt. me

1 often find myself in awkward social situations.
1 'Iot at riIl like me 2 A linle like me 3 Like me 4 Very much likc me S Euctly likc me

ssi

85. 1 never shout o r scream when angry.
1 Not at al1 likr me 2 A linle like me 3 Like me 4 Very much likr me 5 Ewctl! like me

ssi

86. When my friends are a n g y o r upset, they seek me out to help calm them
down.
1 Not at al1 like me

2

A linle like me

3 Likc me

4 Very much like mc

Exacti' likt. mrr

ssi

87. 1 am easily able to make myself look happy one minute and sad the next.
1 Not at al1 likr mc 2 A linle like me 3 Like me 4 Vcry much like me 5 Exactl? lilrc mr

ssi

88. I could talk for hours on just about any subject.
1 Sot at al1 likr me 2 A linle likr me 3 Like me 4 Vcry much like mc 5 ii\rictl> lihr mc

ssi

89. I am often concerned wwith what others are thinking o f me.
1 Not at al1 like me 2 A linle like me 3 Like me 4 Very much like me 5 Esactl?. iike me

ssi

90. 1 can easily adjust to being i n just about any social situation.
1 Not at al1 like me

2 A liiik like me

3 Likc me

4 V e p much likc me 5 Eucil> likr mc

Please continue onto the nexf section

Appendix F

Social Resources Scale
(adapted fiom Diener & Fujita, 1995)

1

follows is a list of resources that are important to achieving interpersonal goals. Are
with how much of these items you possess? Rate how satisfied o u are with
these items as they relate to your most important interpersonal goal that you are striving
for.

1 = unsatisfied, 1 do not possess enough of this
5 = very satisfied, 1 do possess enough of this
V e y satisfied

1.

Self-confident

res 2.

Self-discipline

res

4

5

Ver),safisfied
res

3.

4

Intelligence

res 4.

Energetic

5.

Assertive

5

1éqr satisfed
res

4

res 6.

* Friends' approval

res 7.

Emotional self-control

res 8.

Healthy

res 9.

Articulate (well-spoken)

1

Unsarisfied
res

10.

Good manners

1
Unsatisfied

res 11.

Public speaking skills

5

1

Vev satisfied

4

5

tes

12.

Money

res

13.

*Enough free time

res

14.

*Transpo~ation/Proximity1
2
(or being physically close) to your goal

Unsatwd

1

Very sathfled

2

3

4

3

4

ChsatIsfred

5
Very satisfied

5

* = Resource suggested by this author, not part of Diener & Fujita's list.

Please continue onto the next section

Appendix G

The Strategic Approach to Coping Scala
(Hobfoil, Dunahoo, Ben-Porath. & Monnier. 1994)
.,,
&:.:,. ;,:-,.
s-/,-;-;
INSTRUCTIONS:
:-;$: : :t ';--.'.. - p
F
&
+
~ .& ~
~4
~
*.*
. - ... .
- - - ..
-.- .
Describe how much you generally react this way when faced with a stressful
interpersonal problem. Indicate your answer by responding fiom "1 ,""Not at al1 what 1
would do" to "5," "Very much what 1 would do."
,-:

,*,-*

";-

r=&

4

i>%?-t7:
~

. .

sacs

L

.
i

.

1. D o i t give up. even when things look their worst; because you c m ofien tum

things around.
A'ot ar al1 wfrur I'd do

1
sacs

-7

Very much what ï'd do

3

2. Check with fi-iends about what they would do.
Xot at al/ wfiar I'd do

1
sacs

Veîy much wlraf I'd do

2

3

4

1

Very much whuf I'd do

2

3

4

1

Very muclr what I ' d do

2

3

4

1

3

Vety muclr whaf 1 'd do

3

4

I

Very muclr whar I 'd do

2

3

4

5

7. Avoid dealing with the problem; things Iike this ofien go away on their own.
Xot at al1 wfiar 1'd do

1
sacs

5

6. Trust your instincts. not p u r thoughts.
h'or at all wltat I'd do

sacs

5

5. Depend on younelf and your personal strengths: it's not a good idea to deprnd on
others.
.Vof at al/ wltar I'd do

sacs

5

4. Try to be in control. but let others think they are still in charge.
Xot at al1 wltat I'd do

sacs

5

3. Act fast; it is better to throw yourself right into the problem.
.Vat af al1 wltat I'd do

sacs

5

4

Very much what I ' d do
3

3

4

5

8. Mount an all-out attack; be aggessive.
:Vat at al1 wlrar I'd do

1

7

Vety much what I'd do

3

4

5

I

~

1

~

sas

9. Check with family about what they would do.
,Var ut a11 what I'd

sacs

Very much what I'd do

do

1

2

3

4

10. Move on to other things: there's little hope for such situations getting better.
Very much what 1'd do

h'ot at al1 wlrat 1'd do

1
sacs

2

3

4

1

Very much what l'd do

2

3

4

1

Vey much what I ' d do

2

3

4

5

13. Tum to others for help.
:Yot at al1 wlrat 1 'd do

1
sa=

5

12. Be very cautious and look very hard at your options (better safe than sorry).
Xot ut al1 wlrat 1 'd do

sacs

5

11. Depend on your own gut-level reaction.
ivot at al1 wirat I'd do

sacs

5

Very much what I'd do

2

3

4

5

14. Go forward. but don? use al1 your resources until you know full well what you're

up against.
Xor ar al1 what I'd do

1
sacs

3

4

PI/ wlrat I'd do

1

Very much what I ' d do

2

3

4

1

Very much ulrat I'd do

2

3

4

5

17. Join together with others to deai with the situation together.
.Yot ut a11 wlrat I'd do

1
sacs

5

16. Counterattack and catch others off-guard.
.l'of PI al1 wltat 1'd do

sacs

5

15. Retreat: avoid contact until the problem blows over.
; k t at

sacs

V e y muclr what I ' d do

2

Very much what 1'd do

2

3

4

5

18. Depend on younelf but at the same time rely on othen who are close to you.
Xot nt al! wlrut 1 'd do

1

7

Yery much what I'd do

3

4

5

sacs

19. Look out for your own best interests even if it means hurting othen that are
involved.
Very much uhat I'd do

Kat ar al/ wltat I 'd do

2

1
sacs

3

4

5

20. Do something to help you avoid thinking about the problem.
Very muclr what I ' d do

iVot ut al1 wlraf I 'd do

2

1
sacs

3

4

5

21. Othen ofien need to feel they are the boss, so you have to work around them to

get things done.
Very much what I ' d do

:lot or al1 wlrat l ' d do

2

1
sacs

3

4

22. Back off and just let the smoke clear.
Very much wlrat I ' d do

:Vat ut al1 wlrai I ' d do

2

1
sacs

3

4

Very much what 1'd do

2

1

1

1

-3

3

Very much wltat I'd do

3

3

5

Very much wltat 1'd do

3

4

I'd do

1

5

Very much what I'd do

2

3

4

5

27. Hold back; as it is better to wait until the smoke clears before any action is taken.
Xot ut al! wliar I ' d do

1
sacs

5

26. Just work harder; apply younelf.
;Vat at al/ wltaf

sacs

4

25. You'll probabiy feel bad. but there is not much you c m do about this son of
~Votut al1 wlrar I'd do

sacs

3

24. Think carefully about how others feel before deciding what to do.
:Vat ai ail wirat I ' d do

sacs

5

23. Try to help out others involved, as giving of yourself usually helps solve
problems like this.
,Var ut al1 wliar 1 'd do

sacs

5

Very mucli wkar I'd do

2

3

4

5

28. Go to someone for emotional support.
Xot at ail wha! I ' d do

1

Very mucl, what I ' d du

2

3

4

3

sacs

29. Move very cautiously; there may be a hidden agenda.
Very much what I'd do

~Voraf a11 whar I'd do

1
sacs

2

3

30. Try hard to meet others' wishes, as this will really help the situation.
Very muclr whar I'd do

h'ot at al1 wliar l'd do

1
sacs

5

4

2

3

5

4

31. Move aggressively: ofien if you get another off-guard, things will work to

advantage.
Very muclr what I'd do

:\'or at al1 wltat I'd do

Z
sacs

2

3

32. If it doesn't get wone, just avoid the whole thing.
Very muclr wlrat I 'd do

Xor al al1 whar I'd do

1
sacs

5

4

2

3

4

5

33. Get out of the situation: when problerns arise. i f s usually a sign of wone to

corne.
~Votal ail wltat 1 'd do

1
sacs

1

Z

1

7

Veg muclt wltat I'd do

3

4

7

3

4

5

Yety muclt wlrat I'd do

7

5

Very much whar I 'd do

3

4

5

37. Sornetimes your only choice is to be a little manipulative and work around

Xor ai al1 what I'd do

1
sacs

5

36. Assert your dominance quickly.
A'ot ar a11 wltar I'd do

sacs

4

35. Go with your intuition.
;Tor or ail wltar I'd do

sacs

Very muclr what I'd do

3

34. Let others think they are in control. but keep your own han& fimily on the w k l .
Xot at al1 wliat I'd do

sacs

-3

Very muclr what I'd do

2

3

4

5

38. Talk to others to get out your frustrations.
Sor at al1 wlrat I'd do

1

Very much what I'd do

3

3

4

5

sacs

39. Act quickly to put others at a disadvantage.
Nor ut al1 what I'd do

1
sacs

-7

Very much what I 'd do

3

40. Break up the problem into smaller parts and deal with them one at a tirne.
Very much what I'd do

!Vol at al1 wlrat I ' d do

1
sacs

2

3

1

-7

Very much wkat 1'd do

3

4

1

Very much wlrat I'd do

2

3

4

1

Very much wliat I'd do

2

3

4

1

Vety much wlrat I ' d do

2

3

4

1

Very much what I'd do
7

C

3

4

1

-

3

Very mucli wltul 1'd do

3

4

1

Very muclr wlrat I'd do

2

3

4

5

48. Rely on p u r own judgment because only you have your best interests at hem.
1Vot at al/ wliat I'd do

1
sacs

5

47. Focus on something else and let the situation resolve itself.
.y01 al all what I'd do

sacs

5

46. Ask friends and family for their opinions about your plan of action.
.l'or at ail uhar I'd do

sacs

5

45. Take the bu11 by the homs;adopt a take-charge attitude.
.Yot ar al1 uiraf I'd do

sacs

5

44. Look for others' weaknesses and use them to your advantage.
Xor af ali ulrot I'd do

sacs

5

43. Do something to help you calm d o m and. only then. start problem-solving.
IVOIat ull wlral I'd do

sacs

5

42. Follow your fint impulse; things usually work out best that way.
.\or ar dl wlrar J'd do

sacs

5

4

41. Try to meet the needs of othen who are involved.
Xor ar al1 wliat I'd do

sacs

5

4

Very muclr what l'd do
3

CI

3

4

3

4

5

49. Be firm: hold your ground.
Xor at al1 uhat I'd do

1

Vev much what J'd do

2

5

sacs

50. Be assertive and get needs met.
h'ot ut aII what I 'd do

1
sacs

3

Very much uhat I'd do

3

51. Be strong and forcefûl, but avoid harming othen.
~Votut al1 wlrat I ' d do

1
sacs

5

4

Very much uhat I'd do

2

3

4

5

52. Directly address the situation; don't back away from problems.
Xot at al/ what I'd do

1

-3

Very much what I'd do

3

4

5

Please continue onto the next secfion

Appendix H
Participation Scale

Below you will find categories of activities and organizations in which o u can become
involved. Please indicate wbether or not you are involved in an activity that is
related to the category, list the specific activity o r organization in the blanks below
the category, rate your satisfaction with this involvement, and indicate how
frequently you are involved. For example. I might be involved in a recreationa! sports
league. so I would fil1 out the section like this:
Invol, cd?

I

-

X

Physical Fitness and Leisure Classes, Recreationat Sports League Yes - No -

1
I

/

Vsp saisficd

Not at al1 satisfied

Activity

Play hockey in eornrnuni~leaeue

-

-

-

7+ tirneslweek - once/week X
- Z+ timedmonth 1 once/rnonth 1 2+ timesjyear Involved?

-

Community Organizations (cg.. 4-H. church gr~ups) Yes I
!
NO Not at al1 satisficd

Acth it)

I+ timesiweek

-

-

S+ timeslmonth 1 once/month 1 3 timeslyear -

once/week

Nor ar dl sarisficd

.I\ctivit>

îc timeslweek

-

onceheek

V r n saiistkd

1

.Aclivit>

Z+ timesiweek 1 oncelweek 1

V c p sa~isticd

Z+ timedmonth Z once/month 1 2+ timeslyear
Not at al1 satisfied

A

Vcp satisticd

-

Z+ times/month 2 once/month 1 2+ timeslyear -

-

On10ff-Campus Social and Scholastic Organisations

Yes,

No

,

(e.g.. fraternities, chess cIub, book or gaming clubs, women's groups, debate club)
Activity

Not at al1 satisficd

1
Z+ timedweek

2

3

4

5

-

V q satisfied

2

3

4

5

6

7

onceIrnonth 1 I+ timeslyear -

2+ timesiweek 1 oncelweek - 2+ timedmonth
Activity

7

2+ timeslyear -

Not at al1 satisfied

1

6
-

1 ?+ timeslmonth 1 once/rnonth

onceheek
Xctivity

Not at al1 satistled

1
î+ timrsheek

V t q satisfitd

1 oncelweek 1 Z+ timeslmonth Z

\'qsafisficd

2

3

4

5

6

7
--

once/month 1 î+ timeslyear -

Inuolvcd?

Volunteering

-

Yes - No

-

-

Activit!

Not at dl satisficd

1

V c q siitisticd

2

3

3-timeslweek 1 oncelweek 1 Z+ timeslmonth 1 oncelmonth
Activit)

-

Activity

6

2

-

VCQ-satisticd

3

-

2+ timedmonth - once/month

4

5

2

6

>+ tirnrs/year

Not at al1 satisfied

1

7

î+ timeslyear -

Not at 311 satisfied

1
l+tirneslweek - oncelweek

4

7
.

V e p satislicd

3

4

5

6

7

-

3-timeslweek Z oncelweek 1 î+ timestmonth Z oncejmonth 1 I+ timeslyear -

lnvolved?

-

Cfêativê Arts (e.g.. dance. drawing. music classes&raining) Yes - No

-

Not at al1 satisfied

Activih

1

2

Vep satisficd

3

Z+ timeslweek 1 once/week 2 I+ timedmonth 2 once/month 1

1

6

7

-

Z+ timedyear -

Not at al1 satisficd

V r p satistisd

Activity

Not at al1 satisficd

Vsry satisficd

oncelweek 1 Z+ timeslmonth
-

Involvcd?

W ~ r (pan-time/full-tirne)
k

C

-

-

,

3

3

5

6

7

-

once/month 1 I+ timesbear -

-

-

- onceheek 1

V q satisficd

Not at all satisficd

1
-

2

Yes L NO 3

Aciivit)

î+ timeslweek

5

Activit)

1

Z+ tirnesheek

4

3

3

4

5

6

7

Z+ tirneslmonth 1 once/month 1 3 timeslyear -

Acti+

Not at al1 satisfied

Vcr! siitisficd

Activit!

Not at al1 satisfied

V c n satistïcd

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

-

Z+ times/week 1 onceheek 1 I+ timeshonth 1 oncefmonth 1 2+ timeslyear i

Inuolvcd?
-

Physical Fitness & Leisure Classes, Recreational Sports League
(tg.. aerobics. manial ans, yoga)
Sot at all satisfied

Activitj

1

I+ timesheek 1 oncelweek 1 Z+ timeshonth

3

Veq satistkd

3

4

3

1

2

3

4

5

-

2

6

7
-

î+ tirneslyear -

Not at al1 sarisficd

1

-

7

V e q satisikd

1 oncelweek 1 2+ timeslmonth 1 oncdmonth 1
Activit>p

6

2+ timeslyear -

once/month

Not at al1 satisficd

Activity

3 timedweek

Yes - No -

Vcp satisfied

3

4

5

6

-

7
-

î+ timeslmonth y once/month - I+ timeslyear -

I+ timesheek - once/week

In\ol\cd?

AdministrativelOrganizationaI (e.g., student gov't, work irnprovement team)
Not at al1 satisfied

Xctivit?

1

2- timesiweek

-

onceheek 1 2+ timeslmonth 1

1 once/week

3

4

5

-

2+ timesiweek 7 oncelweek 1

?+ timedmonih

6

7

once/month - I+ timeslyear -

1
î+timesiweek

3

Very satisficd

Not at al1 satisfied

Activitj

-

-

Yes - No -

Leadershiplcoordinator Roles (any capacity)

2

Vcry saiistlcd

3

4

5

6

once/month 1 2+ timeslyear

Z+ tirnedmonth Z oncdmonth

,

Z+ timedyear

-

--

7

Other - piease list any activities or organizations in which you participate Chat you feel is not listed
a bove

Involved?

-

Yes d NO

L:

Activity

Not at al1 satisficd

1
Z+ timeslweek

1 onceheek 2

Vsp slitisficd

2

3

4

5

-

Not at al1 satisfied

1
-

2+ timeslweek - onceheek 1 ?+ timeslmonth
Activity

7

once/month 1 Z+ timeslyear -

?+ timeslmonth

Activity

6

V s p satisfird

2

3

oncehonth

-

4

5

6

7

-

2- times-ar

Not at al1 satisfied

.-

V e p satisticd

-

onceimonth y I+ timeslyear -

2+ rimeslweek 1 oncelweek 1 î+ tirnesimonth

Please conrinue onro rhc nexr secrion
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Appendix I

Social Support Questionnaire
(Sarason, Sarason, Shearin, & Pierce, 1987)
The following questions ask about people in your environment who provide o u with
help or support. Each question has two parts. For thefirst part. list al1 the people you
h o w . excluding yourself, on whom you can count for help or support in the manner
described. Give the persons' initials and their relationship to you (see example).
not l ist more than one Derson next to each of the numbers beneath the question.

,

1 For the second part, circle how satisfied you are with the overall suppon you have.

1 Iflevelyouofhave
had no support for a question, check the words 'Wo onCobut siiil rate your
satisfaction. Do not list more than nine persons per question.
[ Please answer al1 the questions as best you can.

,
1

EXAMPLE:
Who do o u know whom you cm trust with information that could get you in
trouble?
No one 1 ) T. N. (brother)
4) T. N. (fathet)
7)

2) L. M. (friend)

5 ) L. M. Iern~lover)

8)

3) R. S . (friend)

6)

9)

/ How satisfied?
i

6 - Very
satisfied

@ - Fairly 4 - A little 3 - A little 2 - Fairly 1 - Very
satisfied
satisfied
dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied

1. Whom can you really count on to be dependable when you need help?

S S ~

2. How satisfied?

S S ~

6 - Very
satisfied

5 - Fairly
satisfied

4 - A linle 3 - A little 2 - Fairly 1 - Very
dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied
satisfied

i

I

3. Whorn can you really count on to help you feel more relaxed when o u are under

S S ~

pressure or tense?
No one 1 )

4. How satisfied?

S S ~

6 - Very
satisfied

5 - Fairly
satisfied

1 - Very
4 - A little 3 - A little 2 - Fairly
dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied
satisfied

5. Who accepts you totally. including both your worst and your best points?

S S ~

No one 1)

6 - Very
satisfied

5 - Fairly
satisfied

4 - A little 3 - A linle 2 - Fairly 1 - Very
satisfied
dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied

7. Whom can you really count on to care about you. regardless of what is happening

S S ~

to o u ?

No one 1 )

3

9

8. How satisfied?

S S ~

6 - Very
satisfied

5 - Fairly

satisfied

4 - A linle 3 - A little 2 - Fairly 1 - Very
satisfied
dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied

9. Whom can you really count on to help you feel better when you are feeling

S S ~

generally dom-in-the-durnps?
No one 1 )

1O.

S S ~

WOW satisfied?
6 - Very

satisfied

5 - Fairly
satisfied

4 - A little 3 - A little 2 - Fairly 1 - Very
satisfied
dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied

11. Whom can you count on to console you when you are very upset?

S S ~

No one 1)

12. How satisfied?

S S ~

6 - Very

satisfied

5 - Fairly
satisfied

4 - A little 3 - A little 2 - Fairly 1 - Very
dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied
satisfied

Please continue onro the next seciion

Appendix J

Miller Social lntimacy Scala
(Miller & Lefcourt. 1982)
- *. --. .
- - - L-~
x: &pm
x.vg
INSTRUCTIONS:- i,~
k
;
a-L
e - :-.,~ .
Take a moment to think about the person or persons who currently provide(s) the most
suppon for you. Please indicate if this person or penons are part of your most important
Now, fiIl out these questions in reference to that
interpersonal goal: Yes No
person or persons who give you the most support.
4

"

a*.

+&G.

--Gd;.-

**.-

*

-*-

A

-A---

msls

,-

I

1. When you have leisure time, how ofien do you choose to spend it with

himherlthem alone?
Some of the t h e

C'ey rare&

1
msis

2

3

4

6

5

.4lmost alwaps

7

8

9

10

2. How often do you keep very personal information to yourself and do not share it

with him/her/them?
Very rare&

1
msis

2

Some of the tirne

3

4

1

2

3

4

7

1O

5

6

7

8

9

1O

3

4

5

6

.-1lmosr ulways

7

8

9

1O

5. Hou. O ften are you able to understand hishedtheir feelings?

1

-3

Some of the rime

3

4

5

6

AImusf always

7

8

9

8

9

1O

6. How ofien do you feel close to himherlthem?
1,ety rare&

1

2

Sotne of the time

3

4

5

6

Almost always

7

1O

7. Hou. rnuch do you like to spend time alone with hirnhedthem?
Xor muclr

1
mss

9

Almost aiwuys

Some of the time

C'ery rare&

msis

8

4. How ofien do you confide very personal information to him/her/them?

1

msis

.4lmost alwops

7

Some of the tirne

C'ey raret'y

msis

6

3. How ofien do you show hidherlthern affection?
V e y rare&

rnsls

5

2

A linle

3

4

5

A great deal

6

7

8

9

1O

8. How much do p u feel like being encouraging and supportive to him/her/them

when he/she/they idare unhappy?
!Vut muclr

1

2

A little

3

4

5

A great ded

6

7

8

9

10

~

msls

9. How close do you feel to himhedthem most of the time?
.%'or muclt

1
msis

2

A linle

3

4

1

9

10

2

3

4

5

A grear deal

6

7

8

10

9

2

A linle

3

4

5

A great deal

6

7

8

1O

9

12. How affectionate do you feel towards himhedthern?
;Vat

1

A linle

much

2

3

3

5

.4 grear deul

6

7

8

IO

9

13. How important is it to you that helshekhey undentands your feelings?
Xor muclt

1
msis

8

11. How satisfjing is your relationship with him/her/thern?

1

msis

7

A linle

3 0 r mucli

msls

A great deal

6

I O . How important is it to you to listen to his/her/their very personal disclosures?
~Votmuch

msis

5

2

A liftle

3

4

5

A great deul

6

7

8

1O

9

14. How much darnage is caused by a typical disagreement in your relationship with

hirnhedthem?
Kot mucli

1
msls

2

A linle

3

4

1

3

a

7

8

1O

9

A little

3

4

5

A great deal

6

7

8

1O

9

16. How important is it to you that helshehhey show you affection?
A Iitrle

.Vat muclr

1
msis

.4 grear deal

6

15. How important is it to you that helshekhey is/are encouraging and supponive to
you when you are unhappy'?
,Yot muclt

msls

5

-7

3

4

5

ilgreat deal

6

7

8

IO

9

17. How important is your relationship with hirnherkhem in your life?
Nor muclt

1

2

A linle

3

4

5

A great deal

6

7

8

9

10

Please continue onto the next section

Appendix K

College Undergraduate Stress Scale
(Renner & Mackin, 1998)

1 Please indicate wtiether any of these items have happened to you in the past three weeks.
,

A checkmark in the box indicaies a "Yes" respoase; that tbis event happened to you
in the past three weeks.
cus 1

Being raped

CUS

2

Finding out that you are HIV positive

CUS

3

Being accused of rape

cus 4

Death of a close fiiend

CUS

5

Death of a close farnily member

CUS

6

Contracting a sexually transmitted disease (other than AIDS)

cus 7

Concems about being pregnant

cus 8

Finals week

CUS

9

Concems about your partner being pregnant

CUS

1O

Oversleeping for an exam

CUS

11

Flunking a class

CUS

12

Having a boyfkiend or girlfriend cheat on you

cus

13

Ending a steady dating relationship

cus 14

Srnous illness in a close friend or family rnember

cus 15

Financial difficuities

CUS

16

cus 17

CUS

18

Wnting a major terni paper
Being caught cheating on a test

Drunlc dnving

cus 19

Sense of overload in school or work

cus 20

Two exams in one day

cus 21

Cheating on your boyfiiend or girlfriend

cus 22

Getting marrieci

cus 23

Negative consequences of dnnking or drug use

cus 24

Depression or crisis in your best fiiend

CUS

25

Difficulties with parents

CUS

26

Talking in front of a class

cus 27

Lack of sleep

cus 28

Change in housing situation (hassles. moves)

CUS

29

cus 30

Competing or performing in public

Gening in a physical fight

CUS

31

Difficuities with roommate

CUS

32

Job changes (applying. new job. work hassles)

cus 33

Declaring a major or concems about hrture plans

CUS

34

A class you hate

CUS

35

Drinking or use of drugs

CUS

36

Confrontations with professon

CUS

37

Starting a new semester

CUS

38

Going on a fint date

cus

39

Registration

cus 40

Maintaining a steady dating relationship

CUS

41

cus 42

Comrnuting to campus or work, or both

Peer pressures

cus

43

Being away from home for the first time

CUS

44

Gening sick

cus 45

Concems about your appearance

cus 46

Getting straight A's

cus 47

A dificuit class that you love

CUS

48

Making new friends; getting along uith friends

CUS

49

Fraternity or Sorority rush

cus

50

Falling asleep in class

CUS

Sf

Anending an athletic event (e.g.. football game)

Please continue onto the nexz secrion

Appendix L
Demographits

M

dern

1.

Gender:

dem

2.

Date of birth:

1
day

dem

3.

F

month

Place of birth (circle one):

(circle one)
1

Age:
year

Canada

Other

@leuse indicate the ci@ & province here [CG countr). ifyou seleaed "other 'y):

dem

4.

First language learned/spokea: English

French

(circle one languuge)

Other @leuse list)
dem

dem

5.

6.

Educa tional level:

( 13)

(circle rhe p a r

( 14) Second-Year University

you are in)

( 15)

Third-Year University

( 16)

Fourth-Year University

( 1 7)

Post-Degree

First-Year University

Ethnic and Cultural Background: (circle al2 ihar are meuningfitl to you)

Canadian
Francophone
North American Indian
A boriginal

Inuit
Métis
Nonh American (other than Canada; e.g.. United States. Mexico)
Central Amencan (e.g., Costa Rica, Belize. El Salvador. Guatemala)
South American (e.g., Bolivia, Brazil, Columbia, Venezuela, Chile)

10. Caribbean (e.g.. Antigua, Bahamas, Cuba Haiti, Jarnaica. Trinidad)

-

1 1. Eastern European (e-g., Poland. Romania Hungary. Russia Bulgaria)

12. Western European (e.g., UK,France, Spain. Italy, Switzerland)
13. Northem European (e.g. Iceland, Nonvay. Sweden. Finland. Denmark)

14. North Afncan (e.g., Morocco. Algeria, Egypt. Tunisia Libya)

15. Central African (e.g., Nigeria, Chad, Sudan, Ethiopia Somalia. Mali)
16. South Afncan (e.g., South Afnca, Narnibia, Botswana Madagascar)

17. Middle Eastern (e.g., Turkey, Iraq, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Jordan. Iran)

18. East Asian (e.g., India, Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka Bangladesh)
19. North Asian (e.g., China, North & South Korea, Japan. Hong Kong)
20. Central Asian (e.g., Thailand, Malaysia, Philippines. Vietnam.

Indonesia, Papua-New Guinea)

2 1. South Asian (e.g., Austrdia, New Zealand)
22. Other ethnicitylculture:
dem

7.

Marital Status:

1.

Single

(circle one

2.

Common-lawlcohabiting with partner

number)

3.

Married

4.

Divorced/Separated from partner

Your Parents:
dern

8. The information that 1 will be providing below relates to my

(circle one!
dem

dem

9.

( 1) biological

parents:

(3) adoptive (3) foster (9) other

Your Parents' Marital Status:

1.

Married

(circle one

2.

Cornmon-law marriage

number)

3.

Divorced/Separated from spouse

10.

dem II.

3a. How old were you when they separated?
3b. One or both are now remanied Yes

No

3c. If yes. how old were you when they remarried?
dem

12 & 13.

Mother

Father

dern

14. Your mother 's highest educational level achieved (circle your response):

Elementaiy: grade 1 2 3 4 5 6
Junior High: grade 7 8 9

Senior High: grade 10 11 12
Post-secondary diploma/certificate
Technical college
Undergraduate university education: 1 2 3 4 holds a degree
Professional degree (e.g., LL.B., MD, DDS)
Graduate education: (circle one) complete or incomplete
Master's degree

Ph.D.
dem

15. You r fatirer 's highest educational level achieved (circle Jour response):

Elementary: grade 1 2 3 4 5 6
Junior High: grade 7 8 9
Senior High: grade 10 1 1 12
Post-secondary diplomdcertificate
Technical college
Undergraduate univenity education: 1 2 3 4 holds a degree
Professional degree (e.g..LL.B.. MD. DDS)
Graduate education: (circle one) complete or incomplete
Master's degree
fh.D.

dem

16. Siblings:

(indicrire the number of each)

Sister(s):

older

Brother(s):

younger

older

Half-Sister(s):

older

Hal f-Brother(s):

Step-Sister(s):

younger
younger

older
older

Step-Brother(s):

Adopted Sister(s):
Adopted Brother(s):

younger
younger

older
older
older

younger
younger

younger

ThanA. yo ou very much for participating!

Please Land in tliis questionnaire to the researclier and pick up a debriefiltg form.

Appendix M
Testing Protocal Overhead - Instructions for Edmonton 24
!

1

I

1

Your silence during thio experirnent is rppnciated.
If at any time YOU have P question, please nise your hand

1

and an experimenter will corne and assist you.
lnformed Consent Formt

1. Please read the form carefully.
3. Sign and date it at the bottom.
Questionnaire Packetr

1. Please consider your responses carefully.
3

LI.

Cornpiete the questionnaire in the order it is presented, do not skip
ahead.

3.

If you change your mind about an answer, erase it or strike through it, so
that your final answer is clear.

4. When you have completed your questionnaire packet, bring it up to the

front (along with any borrowed pencils) so that you can get your credit
and debriefing form. Please be as quiet as possible, so as to not disturb

others who are still completing the study.
S . PLEASE KEEP THE DETAILS OF THIS EXPERIMENT TO

YOURSELF. It is important to keep the details confidential because it

might make future participants respond in ways thzt may jeopardize the
study.

Thank you for participating!
Your assistance is very much appreciated.

Appendix N
C o m p ~ s o n Between
s
the General Samde and the MétislAboriainal Subgroup
(Sirrnificant Differences Onlv)

Subscale

Emotional Expressivi~
General Sample

388

Métis/Aboriginal

23

Social Expressivitv

General Sample

388

Mitis/Aboriginal

23

indirect Action
General Sample

388

11.9

2.9 1

Métis/i\boriginal

23

13.3

2.98

.O18

Overall Satisfaction with Activities

General Sarnple

388

5.1

1.32

MÇtis/Aboriginal

23

3.0

1.91

.O12

Appendix O

Cornparisons Between the General SamoIe and the Life Event #7 Submoup (Sienificant

Differences Onlv)

Subscale

N

M

SD

347

54.3

6.9 1

64

52.2

6.3 7

347

47.5

12.17

64

50.9

12.28

347

142.3

t 7.05

64

148.9

12.72

pval ue

Persona1 Control

General Sample
Life Event #7
Social Expressivitv
General Sample
Life Event #7
Social Intirnacv
General Sample

Life Event #7

.O03

Note. Life event #7 refers to concems in the past three weeks about being pregnant.

Appendix Q

CFA Syntax

,,,-,c z l r s
-y,-

c c ï aaca=cfa n a x F ~ e r = 1 0 0 0 se

- 1Tieqs
X I f l + el,
fl + e 2 ,
2 5 ' x3 fl + e3,
s s = x4 f2 + 2 4 ,
;se

?-con

=

= x2

eo = x5 52 7 e 5 ,
s s s = x 6 f 3 + e6,
s j = x7 f 3 1 el,
:cz-zm = x8 f 4 t e 8 ,
tc:-sâ~
= x9 E4
e9,
ssq-F. = x13 f 5 7 e10,
ssq-s = xll f 5
ell;
+

+

a l 1 rnodificazior.;

Appendix R
Initial SEM Syntax

5 3 0 C IYFORT OUT= WORK.CFA
CATAFILE= "A: \CFA -NEW. dbf"

- ..

D9b!S=DBF
CZTaELETED=NO;

REPLACE;

5uK;

-,,c czlis ccv a ê = â = c f a naxicsr=1000 se a l 1 n c d i f i c ~ i i ~ n ;
iizeqs
g s e = fl
el,
?-COR
= x l f? + e2,
aa = x 2 f l + e3,
se = f 2
e4,
eo = x3 f2 + es,
sss = f 3
e6,
sj = x4 f 3 + e7,
roc-ncx = x 5 f 4 ;e8,
t ~ t - s a ï = E4 + e9,
ssq-n = f 5
elC,
ssq-s = x 6 f 5 + e l l ,

CI-

-

+

+

- UP*;
ri-

Appendix S
SEM Syntax

?2CC TM30R'T OUT= WORK.CFA
DATAFILE= "A:\CFA

DEMS=DBF REPLACE;
SSTDZLETE9=NO;

- Modification #l

-NEW.dbftt

3YN;

-

&&.A

z a' ~ l sCO-Y ciatz=cEa maxiter=100G se a l 1 r n o d i f i c a t i a ? ;
'

-2.-q

-.

i-

3se = z i

el,
x l fl + e2,
a e = x2 fl + e3,
s e = E2 + e4,
ee = x3 f2 + e 5 ,
s s s = f 3 * 26,
s j = x 4 f3 A e 7 ,
~ o-nun
t
= x5 f 4
e8,
tct-SZL = f 4
e9,
ssa-TI = f 5
e10,
ssq-s = x6 55
el:,

p-con

=

-

+

+

Appendix T
SEM Syntax

??.OC

- Modification #2

TI+!?OliT OUT= WORK. CFA

DATAFILE= "A: \CFA-NEW. d b f "
DBKS=DBF REPLACE;
C:~U~LETZ~=NO;
r - m - - 7

m.

;

?.LJf-!

,,,c

d z t = = c f a maxiter=1000 se a l 1 mocifica=ion;

z ~ l i sCO.
.L . zeqs

m.-P

-

;se = fl
el,
p-con = xl f l + e 2 ,
55 =

se

x2 51

-

m

-

i

23,

= :L
e4,
ee = x 3 52 + e 5 ,
sss = f 3
e6,
s j = x4 2 3 + e7,

-

ïoc-nu3
tot-sa:

ssq-n

ssu-s

=
=

= x5
= f4

+

f5

210,

+

f4 + e8,
e9,

x6 fS + ell,

